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PREFACE 
This report presents the results of a group project 
undertaken by the f i ve participants as a Master ' s thesis in 
social work o 'Ihe project gr ew out of the work of the Group 
Research Co~mittee of Boston University , an interdisciplinary 
co ~·mi ttee of social workers and social scientists under the 
chairmanship of Professor Saul Bernstein, which in thG spring 
of 1958 had drawn up a proposa l f or r esearch on the "assess-
men t of :novament in groups o11 It was felt that a. s tudent 
group could make a modest beginning :t n some one of the dir ec-
tions laid down in this proposal ., T\vo consultants partici-
pated in the planning, Profess or Bernstein on matters of 
group work content a nd Mr o Richa rd Burke , Fellow of the Huma n 
Relations Center of Boston Unive~sity , on matters of methodol-
ogy i n social psycholo3y . We are appreciat ive of the time and 
help fur nished by thes e cons~l tantso 
Although t he framework for the pro j ect was provided 
by the previous work of the Gr oup Research Co:mni ttee , in1 tia lly 
we spent a cons iderable amount of time , and per haps more thEn 
we could rightly afford , in explorinf.! pos s ible directions f'C'l • 
our work before settling on a limited goal p This goal was the 
development and field ap~lication of an observational inBtrument 
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for measuring role behavior in social wrk groups. In thus 
limiting ourselves, we are well aware of the many theoretical 
and technical problems that w-e have had to J..eave unsolved along 
the way. 
For the field application of our instrument we were 
able to obtain the cooperation of tre fol.lowing_ group t-rork 
agencies: Brookline-Brighton-Newt.on Jeldsh Community Center; 
Cambridge Jevdsh Community Center; Federation of South End 
Settlements; Newton Girl Scouts; ~Jorfolk House Centre; and the 
Revere Jewish Community Cantero We are grateful to ·t.~e agency 
administrators, the social uorkers whose groups we observed, and 
the members of the groups themselves for their cooperation and 
help in this undertakingo 
This report is in the fullest sense a group producte 
Although each of the ~·ll"itera has reported separately on the 
group he observed (Chapters II - Vl), the form and topics to be 
covered in these reports were decided jointly. The introductory 
and concl,uding chapters of the report were l1rd,tten cooperatively. 
Each of the members took primary responsibility for one of the 
sections of Chapter I, and the total chapter was reviewed by the 
group. The content of Chapter VII was painstakingly 1·»rked ~ut 
in our group l!lE)etings o If the observational insti'Ull"..;mt could 
have been applied to our ovm group process, 1.re .feel satisfied that 
we would have shown a good record. 
iii 
Whatever the value of the product , we feel that our under-
s tanding of the group process has been increased by what we 
learned in our observation of other groups and our own 
experience in this one ~ 
Katherine Spencer 
Faculty ihesis Advisor 
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Wl"l :i. Oil 
develo~~ng an instrum·:;nt; that could be used to sh0\'1 change or 
pro ·~.s:•ess in social work groupso It was l'"ecognized that with-
:n the limits of our ;nesources we could t~ke only the first 
steps in de-veloping such an ins trument!' ald we wanted to 
build on the work of 1thera who have been interested in this 
s ame problema In our preliminary d:~.scussi ons we identified 
two parts of' our ·task: 1) to define more clearly ..!h!.1 we 
want ed to measur~ and 2 ) to decide on how it could be measur~ 
-
ed~ ioeo, to devise an instrument for its measuremento In 
both aspects of this tas k we relied in considerable measure 
on the previous work of the Group Research Commit tee of the 
Boston University School of Social Work and ·the Boston Un1-
versi ty Human Relations Center~ wh!c~h had developed a plan 
for "measuring social matur1ty91 in social work groups.. (This 
plan and other effort~ to measure change in social work groqE 
are discussed in Secti on 2~ belowo) 
We devoted considerable thou~ht and discussion to 
what we wanted to measureo Following the lead of the Group 
-
Research Committeep we worked first on the concept ~f "social 
maturity," but we were not fully satisfied with our attempts 
to frame a working dei'lni tion of thi s concepto It was finally 
decided to limit ours t3lves to one aspect of' "soc ial maturity." 
i.eo, to certain characteristics of r ole behavior within the 
group ., Section 3~ below, describes ho-il'J we arrived at this 
r ) ,, 
decisio .. l and the relationship we saw between the character-
isti ,... d of role behavior that were selected and maturity in 
s c ·,ial work groups ., 
We next turned our attention to how these character= 
-
i stics of role behavior could be measured , and the develop= 
ment of an 1nstrwment for this purpos e became the primary 
focus of our work., The steps in development of the observa= 
tional instrument for measuring the selected char cteristics 
of role behavior are described in Section 4, belowo It 
should be noted here that , within the time and resources at 
our disposal 11 it was not ;)ossible to test the reliability and 
the validity of the instrument developedo Our principle con-
cern was to obtain experience in its administration so as to 
judge its .feasibility for use with social work groupso Our 
experience in the use of this instrument with .five different 
social work groups is recounted in Chapters II througn VIo 
Despite the limitations on our objectives , we were in-
terested in possible methods of testing the validity of the 
instrument o As st~ 'ps in this direction we saw the n-eed for 
inde pendent judgments o.f " s ocial maturity" for the group 
sessions observed o We cons idered the feasibility of some 
I 
method of "Post- Meeti ng Assessment" by the wor~er leading a 
group which would provide h i s view of the group ~ s maturity i n 
a given group mee tingo Our a ttempt to obtain data for such 
independent j udgments of maturity are described in Section 
5 , below. 
2 o Work Done by Others in bvaluating Change or Progress 
A number of attempts have been made and are being made 
t o provide a dequat;e means for evaluating change or progress i n 
clients in both case work and group work o F'ollowing is a 
brief review of the attempts in this direction that we found 
most pert i nent to our own problem o Reference is first made t o 
the classic casework study of Hunt and Kogan, but the r emain= 
i ng studies are all concerned with gr oup work . In each study 
the auth ors have found i t necessary t o limit the variables 
used t o measure progres s in order to reduce t he problem to 
manageabl e size <S 
!.2.,r k of Hunt a nd Kogan 
'lhe purpose of the study by Hunt and Kogan was "to 
pro~ide the social casewor k profes sion with a standard pro-
c ~dure fo r measuring the change i n clients and thei r s i tuation 
which is associa ted with the treatment aspects of casework . "1 
The variable chosen for measurement was "movement , " and the 
i nstrument i s known as the "Movement Scale o" The authors 
l.Jo MeV., Hunt and L. S .. J<og an; M~~f!"-.!.!'1..-.g Re2:..!.l t!! !.~ 
' ~oci_~.l {;6i&~\!~·n:kl J.. hla~~l \1~ ~u.~~ !.\~~~ r::~~~~-o __ .... 
defined movement as "the change that occurs in an indhridual 
client and/or in his environmental circumstances between .the 
opening and closing of his case as judged by a trained case= 
k n2 wor er o After considerable preliminary work p changes in 
three areas were chosen as evidence of movement o These were 
changes in "8.dapt1ve efficiencyg" in "disabling l:labits and 
condit1ons 9 " and in "verbalized attitudes or tm.derstanding o"3 
The scale on which movement is judged runs from - 2 to +4 o 
Using standardlzed case summaries g judgment is made of the 
degree of movem·ent of a cliento '!'raining in making these 
judgments is requir ed by those using the 1nstrumento This in• 
strument ~-' developed in 1950 , has s .arved as a valuable guide 
post for latar attempts at measuring changes associated with 
casework o 
Studios by Hebry S o Ma~s 
Henry Maas , at the School of Social Welfare ~ Univer= 
sity of California , Berkel~y. has been concerned with measur-
ing the effectiveness of groiJp work methods . In one study he 
presents a tentative framework for "evaluating the individual 
--~------------
3 ~n 
member in the group on4 
{The) approach at Berkeley has been to try to analyze 
the complex phenomena with which we deal f r om the 
point of view of current basic theory on the individual 
person~ his development , and his behavior , and to 
outline a framework of a minimum number of concepts 
that should be taken into account in any evalgation 
study of the participant in welfare ssrvices ., 
In a laboratory study, two small groups of latency a ge ?~oys 
were invited to participate in a project under the supervision 
of a g,:soup worker .. 'fhe groups were matched as ne&rly as pos s ~· 
ible on all factors except their previous group experi enceo 
In one group ~ all members had belonged to a group in a group 
work setting~ while none of t he other boys ha d participated 
in such a group., ~he s e two groups were observed under l abor-
atory conditionso In each case the worker gave identical i n= 
troductory instructions to the boys , and they were given t h e 
same materi als for art construction .. I t was found t hat the 
boys with pravious group experience worked more cooperatively 
than those wi thout this experience ., I n his tentative con= 
oeptual framework for analysis of such group behavior Maas 
includes various aspects or role performance ., 
" ~enry 5& Maas~ " Eval uating the Individual Member in 
the Group: a Laboratory Study and s. Fr amework»" typescript 0 
5ro1d c. 
6 
QxyAP Healt~ Inventorz 
Another attempt at measuring group movQment has been 
undertaken by a committee of the Group Work Section of the 
New Yo1 .. k Chapter of 7:io A ., S o Wo '!his committee has devised 
an inventory for measuring group maturity with groups of nine 
to twelve year olds o This study deal e purely with the group 
and does not attemp t to measure the maturity of tha individual 
within the group o The attempt was made to select thos e " cri-
teria which discrimi nate between healthy and unhealthy groupso"6 
Some of the criteria are . for example , the group ' s willingness 
to accept new members , the group ' s ability to assume responsi-
bility for its own behavior , and the response of the members 
to the activi ties o F'orty- one statements are listed in the in~ 
ventory to be answered by the group worker with a. "yes" or 
"no o" ~fhe authors feel that they have "developed an lnstru 
ment of satisfactory validity and reliability which can be 
used to measure g~oup health or group maturity" for this a ge 
7 group .. Further research is presently being undertaken 1-n 
testing the effectiveness of this instrument in measuring 
group movemen"t o 
6 L o Berkowitz , and M.. Cynamon, ".Measuring Group He,al th 
in Social Group Work , " P o 8 
7Ibid ., 
Work of Alan F ~· Kle in and Associates 
Another project , still in its preliminary stages i is 
co-sponsor6d by the Southwest Pennsylvania Chapter of 
No Ao S o Wo and the Graduate School of Social Work , Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh, under t.he direction of Alan F ., Klein o 
'l:his .s t udy hopes to: 8 
lo Develop instruments to measure change in individuals 
in groups along selected dimensions o 
2o Determine movement in groups led with social group 
work methods and those not so led to establish 
difference, if any o 
3 o Relate movement in individuals , if any, to specific 
aspects of the change agent methods used , 
4 o Ascertain which of certain selected values are i n-
ternalized and to what degree , related to which 
values have been introduced and how o Primary em= 
phasis here is on methods leading to value change 
rather than the nature of the speci fic valueso The 
desirable values to be investigated have been se= 
lected by a committee of group~workers acting i n an 
advisory capacity to the studyo 
This study has chosen to focus on four dimensions in 
measuring the effect of the social group work method e These 
four dimensions are : l) Changes in the "individual ' s concept 
of self when in groups l ed with group work methods as to (a ) 
the reality of perception , (b) t he m.ental health revealed by 
8Alan F o Klein , "A Proposal for Research Project ~ " 
#3166. Graduate School of cioclal Work ~ University of Pitts= 
burgh~ 1958 , P o l o 
8 
the perception~" 9 2) Changes which occur in role behavior 
and role expa~tation., 3) Changes in ability of the individ= 
uals to r~l~t e to others o 4) Changes which occur in the 
social va.Jaes of the individual ., 'I'he in·tent of thi s study is 
to deter~ine whether greater or lesser change takes place in 
indiv:1.duals along the chosen dimensions in groups subjected 
to ~he group work method than in those not exposed to this 
IIVJ"I:;hodo 
; · 
Work of Saul Ber ns t ein and the Group Research Committee of 
Boston Universit~ 
Profes ~1 or Saul Bernstein of the Boston University 
School of Soc:1.a l Work has been c oncerned with developing a 
s et of crite~ia and a tool which would enable the social 
group work~r to measure the movement or progress of a group 
simply an.'.i ob jectivE,lyo In his "Criteria for Group Work ~ " 
publ lsh e i in 1939 , 10 the need for such criteria is pointed 
out , an•l a list of t hem is supplied and de fined o In "Char t -
ing Gr oup_ Progress , publ i shed i n 1949 11 he devel ops fur t her 
hifJ itiea of usinr; an instrument to chart pro gres s more ob-
j 3ctJ.velyo After examining Hunt ' a methods for measuring 
m.oV'Jment in casework 12 he adopted three charts for· u s e in 
gr•·mps ., His "Group Evaluation Cha1~t" contained t h i r teen 1 tenB 
o~ criteria t o be evaluated in terms of retrogression , no pro-
gress , slight progre ss , or great progress over a given period 
of time o ~hese four categories wer e later changed t o s cales 
ranging from - 5 t o 10 ., His urndi vidual Evalua tion Char tt' 
contained twelve criteria to be evaluat0d in the same manner o 
1°saul Bernstein, n Criteria f or Group 1Nork , u in The 
Practice of Group Wor~ (Dorothea Sullivan, ed o) PP o 215=230., 
llsaul Berns t ein, " Charting Group Progress , " i n Read= 
ings in Group Work {Dorot hea Sull ivan , ed .) , PP o 46-71 ., -
12J " McV o Hunt , "Measuring Mo vement in Casework , " 
Journal of Social Casework . vol o 29 , (No vember , 1948 ), PPo 343- 351 ., 
In 1953, Professor Bernstein convened a n u.mber of' 
interested persons ~ includin~ group workers and members of 
other disciplines , which became known as the "Group Research 
Commi t tee of Boston Universityc"13 The activities of this 
comm:t ttee are described i n a paper del i vered in 1954 to the 
Nat:t onal Conference of Social Work o 1 4 IJ.heir f' !I~st step wa s 
to deter mine wheth er the probl em was sul tabJ.e for r esearch 
and wh ether the peopl e on the Connni t t ee would be able to com-
munlcato with each other on a common p.:round in sp:t t e of the i r 
varied professional backgr ounds c 1be next step was to def t ~e 
vJha t group work was and what goals the r:::roup WOl"km• was 
striving ·to achieve in working with gr oups o Cri te r la t'Ol" 
measuring progr ess were t hen devel oped e.n d a lis t of var i abl e..s 
to test movement were f ormulat ed, i ncl uding : hostility and 
--~=··==-----------
... 
.1.."-'The !'~. xot :i. c-tpai1 ts weJ. ... e: Professor Bernsteln.: Cha tr= 
man; Ger al d B~Pna ~ D®Dart mGnt of Sociology and Anth~ooology~ 
Kem'leth Benne .\) Direc-tor of Human Relations Center; Robex•t 
ChinD Depart~nt of. Psychology ; Bernard H~mov1tch$ Division of 
Research ; Nathan Maccoby ~ Director Division of Res earch0 
School of Publ ic Rela tions and Conmmnica tion.s and Chairman of 
all university Psychology Department; Bea:tri x Park , Sch ool of 
Social Work ; and Ralph Kolodny~ Director of Researchg Child-
ren ' s Aid Association , Bostono 
1 4sa.ul Berns tein!l "Assess ing Gt•oup Progr ess 51 " pe.per 
presented at National Conference ot Soclal Work 11 1 9 54 o In 
describing the activi ties in this fi r s t phas e of the Cormni t -
ee ' s work , use has a l so been made of the Committee ~s f..£2:;, 
nosal for a Research P.~~j_ect t n the As sessment of Movemen t :i,,g -
:roups ~ 1955 .. - - · --
ap,gres.sion, the degree and qua.li ty of partic i pa ticm and l ead-
ers .dp g conr l· cts , decision~ntaking the relation of the group 
studied to other groups p skills and knowledge acquired , task 
or program, rlaxibili ty in roles , dependency ~ independence "' 
It was hoped t hat these variables would be applicable to both 
the individual and the group as a whole o It wns r ecognized 
that within the limi t s of a research proJect only t hree or 
four of the variables could be developed o 
The Committee then clarified i ts purpose p aims and 
objectives o These were : 
1 ,., To create a simpl e i nstrument whi.ch could b e easily 
used by group WOl"k pra.ctitioner•s o 
2 o 'I'o develop one or more instruments which could be 
appl i ed to all kinds of grou.p.s ., Becaus e of sueh 
variables in groups as aga , socio- economic backd 
grounds , etc o, several instruments might t)e ne ees-
sary o 
3 o To utilize a frame of reference related to group 
work as it is practiced and taught ., Gr oups ex-
isting in agencies would be used f or the l'lllOst part ., 
It was hoped that an instrUII~Jent rooted in social 
work concepts and group work process could b e 
atta ined which would also have meaning to o t her 
types of groups ., 
4 ., To measure "Group Progress " instead of " G1"oup Move-
ment.," The immediate concern was to measur•e group 
changes related as closely as pos sible to group 
work objectives c. 
5 o To make use of findings of other research in the 
field , including a review of litera·ture concerned 
with groups ., 
6 o To utilize contributions from other disciplines and 
1 
. ·""' 
professions which would rel a t e t o the project o 
This commi tt Ele undertook two small pro j ec ts , a group 
record analysis and s ome studies of hos tility and agf,ression 
in smal l gr oup behavior o It also developed a list of vari~ 
a.bles in the f ollowing areas : 
Io Items that c ould be observ·ed and recorded meeting by 
meeting o 'l'hea e included expressions of' affectivity 
(aggression, wi thdrawal , etc o) , acceptance of' group 
s tandards , decisions , norms p rules and participationo 
II o Items to be recorded and/or measured a t grea t er in= 
t ervals , such as , attitudes and value systems, in-
t e rest patterns , and social skills of members" 
III o Data to be gathered other than by i mmediate observa-
tion ., incl uding status str uctur e 9 relat ionshi p t o 
other groups , r elat ionship to leader , members' p er -
ception of leader cs role ~ and l eader 9 a conception 
of his own role o 
I Vo Perscn~lity dimensions studied t hrough tes t and in-
terviewso 
Vo Perception of attitudes toward members of the ~roup 
by ex"tr•a .. group social entities o 
The methods to be used included c omparis on of observa-
tions wi th the leader 1s reports , comparison of observations of 
trained observers with those of the group l eader and with the 
r ecord of t h' · group l eader about the variable being invest!= 
gated ., 
Since 1955 , the Committee has continued its planning 
and a second p rop~sal was draftad i n 195B o15 In this proposal 
Group Resear ch Co~~ittee, Boston University~ ~ 
20 .1 for a Research Project in the Assessment of~~ovement in 
'·' I 
1 
a nswers to t hr ee quest ions were sought : 16 
a o How can we ident ~.fy 0 define an6 quan t l te.tively 
measure t h ose factors which characterize "social 
matur ity~'~ in e. group work s etting? 
b o What are t he most powerful and stra·cegic factors p 
ava i l able to the g r oup work prs.cti tioner 11 wh i ch 
have signift cant effec ts on "gr•oup mov-ement" toward 
"social ma turH;y' ? 
C o How can ins t r u.menta , developed f or J:>esearch purpos es, 
be adapted and u~ed by the group work practitioner 
i n as sisting his ongo i ng evalua tion of groups with 
which h e :ts worki.ng? 
'l11.ree var iabl e s were cons:i.dered as ma .1or components 
of ~£1gl m~turi:!!J: in social work groups : 17 
a) Dep endency re .9.ctic.ns of the gro -p members toward the 
g1 .. oup wo~o:-ker ; b) Group pi .. ocedul .. es for or ga n:I.zing to me e t 
the task r equirent.ents of the group ; and c) Member re -
ac t 1.o_s t o frustra tion (the extent to which they can 
tolerate f rus t r at l on , and. e t ther remove th e goal b lock-
age o!." substitute ne11 ·· goal s t hat are s oclally desirable ~ o 
It was a l s o propos ed to study modes of leader inter -
vent ion and thei.r effect c n the gr•oup o 
'l'he pre s ent un ~ ert8.king was a direct outgrowth of the 
work of the Group Research Commi ttea o As will be seen l n the 
£allowing sections , some o£ their concep ts and ideas have been 
i ncorpor ated in our work ., 
~~2:!., 1958 o At t his t ii:ne the followin g members we:r•e a dded 1o 
t he Committee and some of the original members became i nactive : 
Katherine Spencer and Louis Lowy , School of Social Work ; 
Ri char d Burke and Warren Bennis , Human Relations Canter o 
16Ibid ,. p .. 5 ., 
-· ' 
! 1 t(. 
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In line with the work o.f the nroup Res earch Committe 
we began wit. t h e 1d a a.-t w t we w·.ntod t o measure wa.s 
"social matur i ty" in aoclal work groups o As might be expect= 
ed , our attempts to define this concapt operationally soon led 
us to recognize the complex! ty of the problem, and OU!' think"' 
ing went through sev ral stages o 
First the formulation of the Group Research Committee 
was considered o In their ·words : "Small group research .find.,. 
ings and consultation with group workers have led us to con 
sider three main v·ariables as the majCtr components of' socitil 
maturity in s ocial work groupr." " 'Ihase three variables were: 
1) dependency reac tiona of' the p;roup melDibers to·ward the grou}:: 
worker ; 2) the group ' s procedure~ for organiz i ng the task ra~ 
quirements of the group ; and 3) the members 1 re .ctions to 
frustration " 
Not fu.1:cy' satisfied that these three '\i a:d ables in-
cluded all of the essential elements of "social maturity9 " 
we next returned to the work of Professor Bernstein in h is 
,,18 
original prop s al for "charting group progress , · His 
checklist for evaluating the progress of the group a s a whol e 
or of individual members presented a t;:rea ter variety of cr1 , ~ 
teria o The following main are . ~ wer ~ cov r e d in his propos ed 
J:8:s~ul Berns t e:in !' 11 (,'ha.~ t :tng l}r oup Progress . ·' pp " 46· 71 .. 
charts f o r eyalua. t i r:.g pro gress: gr-oup or ganizat ion and pro~~ 
cess ( e <• g o, group s tanda1•ds ~' group thinking:; c operative 
planni ng» 1 eadership and participa tion 11 m:·ertho ds of' handling 
con.flicts 9 gr•oup loy&lty and morale) ; broadening of experi= 
en ce and res pons ib iJ.i ty {eo g o ,3 broaden:tng of hr:>rl z ons z l oyal= 
ties and s o c:i.a l res );: ons ibi li ties P en ricb.men i; o:e l n.terests 9 
knowledge and s l{.l l s) ; ablli. t y to accep ·f. d i ff•e:r•en c•E:SJ,P ex t ant 
of d penden ce on leadero 
A.ft.er cons ideration of these previous foz.•mu l a tions and 
in the light of the group work experi enc e of our own pJ:•o ject 
members ~ we d1•ew up a tentative lis-t of el ements that we1 .. e 
felt to b e i mportant in judgin8 t he '1Bocial ma tur:tty'' o f a 
group o 'Ihe followi n g liat with its explanatol"'Y connnents 
r•epresents our thlnldng at that stage o 
l o Natura of E.!:.2£Q!~smt€mt .. 'lwo a spects of thls wer e 
considered impot .. tant: 
a) Ve:Tiety ., There was somEl dis cussion whethel"ll var = 
ied p rogram content could be taken e.s a slgn oi' 
11matu l'•ityon It; was felt tha t in s ome s i tuations 
lt wo'uld be ,. but that in others th e g:r>m.ip Qs 
a bility to stay with a pa.rticular subjec t n>.igh"i:; 
b e more mature than .t'r•equ ent shlf·tjing oX' pro gram 
activities o 
b) pevel.2B~1!.._of !~~Jiill::t-~!!.C! in&~~r elfs t~o It was 
.::ugges ted thB. t; pr•ogram con tent fo s te:ring de vel~ 
opment of individual sk:J.ll s and intezcests mi ght 
in some ways b G considGP•a d more matur e .. 
2 o ~!.~g:!ng and decis~:l.:aE'i. o 'lhe f o l l owi ng aspects 
of' decis i on- making \•.re re c onside r•ed s i gnif ... ica nt for 
ma. tu1•1 ty: 
~.C 
a.) 
b ) 
c) 
Natu1~e of the d ecisi n o vVhet.her mak i ng a c1e-
ofsion on tilts sub j ec t i n thi s s ltuati~n i. s 
a ppr op!•:late and rea.llstic was t hough t; to b~ re c~ 
lated to maturity ~ 
Method of arJ;:i vlrrg_~t the d~iBic.!_llo How a ile-= 
CiSiOU :i.S l:ll"I•i Ved at; reo g c D Whether and hOVI the 
neces sE:r informat i on is obtai.ned :J how i t 115 
weighed ~ who par t i cipates , atc a ) was considered 
an import;ant ele:m.ent in maturH;y o 
Q!.!,cri_ny: ouL2.£.~h.~.slec is il~., Thert~ was gGnera.l 
agreement ·cha t the gr•oup 1 s ability to ."'ol low 
~hr•oug..'i. on i t s decis ions was a sign of ma:turit~ro 
3 ., !l2,.1es wi th ~;...i..~ grc~E. " 
a) !~,££, ro!.£L.EF~sent in grq_~.. Some r ol es 
co::llllonly f' ound in groups wer'e cited as: clown, 
scape goat, leader, non-participant, "average" 
member! etc ., I t was a gree·d the.t movem.en·"' away 
f rom cen"tain of' these r oles would be ev'idence 
of maturity, especi ally decreas o r elimination 
of sca.pugoating, clovmingt' non=partieipe.tion8 and 
autocratic leadership~ 
b) fl~xibiJ_. itx_..£f._ ~?-e s truc.~c I n general , f'lexi= 
bil i t y a.n .. e.bili ty to chang e the role mtX"ucture 
of the gr up in cer tain directions was s een a~ 
progress o hl e:r.men t s for measurement :i.n t hls area 
might be ~ att enda nce, frequency of pnrtic i.pation ll 
style of leadership (eogo 9 supporting of con-
t ribution of less aet i ve n1embcn•s) , e-tc., 
4 o Group loya.l t~_and morale The pla cinp: of group 1n-
te:raes ts a.bove the i nterests of :.nd i vidua.}. membe1rs was 
seen a s progress towa r d r.::·.aturi tyo On the oth e r- hand 
dome ques t~ on was r aised about t he maturl ty of b·e-
hav:tor i f a member sacri 1'iced his own i nd:tvldu.ali ty 
t o the group .., 
5 .., To~_r.,!l_tion__ll.nd acc e..2..'!!~ of di!'fere!~:to The ability 
to be aware of and accept differences ..:.!E'tlin_ the ,S!,'.oup 
waa see n a s; a sign o.f matur i t y o Ideally this acc ept-
ance should e.lso e:tttend .9lll!i ge t hewS .. OU£., 
' ' 
I 
· - I 
. ' • 0 
war a :3 r e l a.ted to nmt:ur:l.ty ., :.th<n•e• \_!l.fu3 g~·H'H::ra.J. 
agresmei~" t ~ for ex<?.mples- tha.r: d es"t:t,l'. <:!'t~.on of pre:pox· ·i~y 
w<mld no t be cc>nEd. de:r•e::Jd matuJ?e , JI.:wa·re J•,. t ho:r.•r<J w r:; 
s ome di;:; cus si.on ryf.' how the wor'L~:r.· Fa ·;.r~).lu(~s wou.ld 
en·cer :into judgments of group s tand.a:r·ds " 
U~J e or wo:rkun.~ ., Di.ffi:;ul tie ~! \ili0J.'e f' ou::td in i.:s ols. ting 
'ffi1s-9:Sj:i.SC1·~-s·l .nc ··~ it 7ias t'el\:; ·r,;ha t t hfJ wc·:t"k•::;:p Qs go;::.lEl 
d ' ; .f • • 'l l f'f . - 1 .. t ' f'' ~ -an e.cn,; :L lJ.?.;. J_ t{l S V'JOU.LC .a. dC '\:; tiLl. O J: s;.(J {l •• CJI'E:gO.:.fl£ 
ar•aas " Sin:.i.larly ·i:;he group : :::1 use of' the w o::.:k<.-)Y' woul d 
be evident i n al l of these areas o 
above) and the "U3e of Worker (i tem n~ abo~a )o 
attention to cons:l. de.r>lng how the -.,-s.r iot~s a.sp .;~cts cf .l' :!.c :;,a"' 
had selected, a t l eas t t entatively ~ the a~pecta of r c:.e b!-
st:r"umer.' :hl de 5 c: r :'".bo d., ) 'Ihe s e c oncerned : 1) tL~ a mrcu.nt a uf' 
grou p··orlented and s o1.f-or :i. ent f.l d b ehavi o:~:~ oc ~urJ:oing :ln group 
ov·.: r a va "" ie t of d~. f:t'eren:t. · possi"b e ole .... that h11d ~3"J0! . . 
J". i e n tlfi. e d a s e ss Gni;5~e.l t o gr.>o"' p pro c e •s ' and 3) t b. .:.:.mc.untC' 
of pe.rtlclpa t i n by w:::mb0r•,::: and by t he worket' in tLe f..,'Nlp 
tc-3ntat:i.ve stai;omen t of the relr;.ti nHhip f ·thes·~ twpe.., ·-~~ of 
1 o A gl"'oup 5.s :aC:l' ·' l!Ul tuPe the 1a.J•g 1r the l'D. t .l,..> .. A.' gt •ou.:p""" 
c•Pi -nted role eht.>, vlo1:' t c. g0l:f."-o:Y.'i :r.!'i; .... d , .''h!t >;· •• c r = 
2o A gr · ~p :~.s :n·:r.·e matm:£~ th~ gr"'a ·i;,'\l l. the d:i. i!J)a'ibu.t;i-:> .... 
r:,f' the t r ·ce..' . ,.,g:r-our.) ~ s .,ol ·' b \':<}h.av:'i..o:t~ ov~r> all ;:nol _, 
" B .... ;;;-:;--"orl,;, .. -~ ..,·;rtl" ~~ -·~--;; s-;:;-::,-;,-;, . 1..,'" c·-o"";:~ ... r.:-n·<··"'l ·'· ·l ""'r! .~. 1'.. r, .<'l..,.,= 
"o .. VUt:) .. ,.,, ,;i~ IOO.~AJ. ..... ... ... ~ W Q L \o .\.&.\.J - ~\w ~. v~L ;o\.J ._ .•t.r.,._ ... _ ._,_. -
·}-ain ~· · · r•i "' c ·r-· o · r:o c s:> ". e ~::•o ·r 'l ' \ ( "'"'"''"Oir-tll•r 1· n{-_ . k 11 
"' .._ "* ""' - .ii .... .. .;..r .... o "- - lc,; ~~.Jl'-' ·' -~ .. ~ ~ \,; -
' .. d :t.nfo:r·mationa 1 rT r oles) c 
3 o ... 4. rrroup i ::J more mat;u ~e the g., .... e ::d:; a l" t n.e di s t r•ibut on 
of e e.c':1 ir:ent'bC::t'' s l""" 01H t~eha.vi. ol .. '- v e r e.ll r ole c"'Gt.-
gori"f):'"-'I.., e .. ~· ·th e 10'83'"'tf.le-role ~Joh''"v:t<.·... o1' ·S:r1c .. . marn-
·: ,r s cone €1n · l"a ted 5.n one 01• a :!':' ew ca. t~ g o :,:•i. ~ · , o 
4 , A grou·9 I s m.o. e ma. ture t h e ln:. g . r the 1•a t:i o oi' ln<..:rmb >Br-
en acted role ~ t o Dor~er-~nac~ed · o~ es • 
.i t wa s re c ognizad t ha t t h e y dJ d no t ~xhe.us t all pous :lble .... l a· 
t i on s hlp s betwa ~n role b ehavior a nd matur~ tJ 
the ba~L.s :Jf t he~ t.._alysis of tl1(;;) data obta1ned from be 
I 
in.strument 9 and from other sources , on the group ,sessions ob-
servedo 
4 o Df!~lopm.ent o:f.' the_ Obsel"'vat !._on Instrument. 
Introduction 
The chief concern of this pro ject has bean to devise 
an observation instrument for sys tematic ot-s ervation of role 
behavior in social work groups ., Before going further the 
writers f'eel 1 t necessary to indics.te more specifically wha. t 
we mean by the terms "role behavic,ru and "s ocial work gr"oups o 11 
In the last decade, under the influence of s oclome-
trists, group dynamics worders ., and sociologists _, role has 
been accept ed as a basic soc:al science concept , In a s.urvey 
of over eighty sources in which the concept role was used 
Neiman and Hughes concluded that role has b e en used under 
three mai.n headings: Definitions wh:l.ch us e rol e to descr:lbe 
the dynamic process of personality developments; definitions 
i n terms of society as; a whole; definitions in terms of spoc i.., 
1 19 fie groups within a soc etyo 
Def initions in terms of the dynamics of p •3rsona.li ty 
development are used by Parl{ , Burgess 9 e.nd Sutherle.nd .. Park 
L. J ., Neiman and J w. Hughes 11 "The Problem of the 
Concept of Role- coA Re-survey of t he Literature " §9.2 ial.J'or•ces ~ 
VOL . 30 ( Smmner~ 1951) ~ P c 142 o 
and Bu~gess define role as a basic factor in the process o f 
socialization when they tal k about personality as the sum a nd 
organization of all the roles one plays in all the groups to 
20 
which one belongs ., 
An illustration of defining role in terms of society 
as a whole or in terms of culture is found in the writings of 
Margaret Mead o Her thesis is that our behavior in this socie-
ty has had the mark of the culture stamped upon it , and she 
uses role in terms of a social norm e21 
Definitions of role in terms of behavior in specific 
groups fall into two sub- types o Writers in the first sub-type 
use the concept role in association with the concept of statuso 
Writers in the other sub-type use role ln the literal diction-
ary sense , referring to the performance of an individual in a 
22 
specific situation as a member of a group ., 
Theodore Ro Sarbin ' s definition of role , which accords 
with the most common usuage in social r.;sychology, represents 
the point of view of this thesis: 
A role is a patterned sequence of learned actions or 
deeds performed by a person in an interaction situationo 
~he organizing of the individual actions is a product of 
tho perceptual and cognitive behavior of person A upon 
observing person Bo B performs one or a number of · 
20~ .. 
21~., p . 144 ., 
22Ibid., p . 145 ~ 
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discret'J acts which A obs<;rves and organizes into a 
concept, a role . On the basis or this conceptualization 
of th0 actions of B. A expects certain further actio·ns 
from B. This expectation is the equivalent of saying 
'loeates or names the position of tho other'. Once 
having .located or named the position of th~ other• A 
p~rrorms certain acts which have been learned as belong-
5.ng to the reciprocal position ••• locating th<3 posi tioh 
of the other may be placed on a continuu~3rrom deliberate to automatic, from witting to unwitting ~ 
I:1 b:rief 11 we are defining role as the organized actions of a 
person in a given situation in response to the ongoing behav-
lor of others in this situation. 'lhe word behavior is used 
in 1 ts com..rnon sense meaning of the observable interaction ·be-
tween the individual and the objective environment .. 
George Romans defines a group as: 
A number of persons who communicate with one another 
often over a span of time and who are few enough so that 
each person is able to communicate with all the others ~> 
not a~4secondhand, throt.tgh other people 0 but face to race ~ 
Using this definition as a foundation ~ we can~ by placing two 
more restrictions on it, identify the groups to which we pro= 
posed to apply our obsel"•vation instrument o Specifically D 
these were groups which come together voluntarily for purposes 
of leisure time recreation and/or informal education and are 
led by a graduate _g~cia.l work student or graduate of a school 
~..:irs ~ ·· • . .. ,w aw . .-.,..:-,; - ~ 
2S•.i:neodore R" Sarbin, nRole 'l'heory," in Handbook of 
Social Psycholoaxi Pa 225 . 
24George Co Homans, The Human Group 9 Po 1., 
22 
of social work ., Whe t her these groups be cal led clubs 9 com-
mittee~, or councils is unimportan t o 
1·bd Observati£g Instr uraent 
The observa t ion instrument which we developed is de~ 
signed to identify different types of role behavior and 
measure t heir distribution among the group membe r s and the 
group workero The inst~~ent, as i t was finally set up ~ con-
tains a set of role or behavior categories t hat are classified 
into four broad ~roupings (See Figur e 1) : 
(1) Group Task Roles : 
a o Initiating9 exp editin~ r and energi zing 
b ., Seeking i nformation , opinion, and orientation 
c .. Giving information~ opin:ton, and orientation 
d ., CJ.a rifying, elaboration , coordinat ing , summarizin g 
eo Cons ensufl testing, evaluating~ cri ticlz i ng 
The roles in this group are r elated to the task of 
arriv i ng at a decision ~ 1bair purpos e is to facili -
tate anrJ coordinate g.:roup effort in the selection and 
definition of a common problem and in the solution of 
that problemo 
( 2) Group Maint enance Roles~ 
f., E:ncourag:'t.ng and enabling 
g c Mediating, compromising, har~onizing 
h ~ Expressing group feeling 
i . Standard setting 
1he roles in this group are r elat e d to satisfying the 
needs of members as pal"'tic:l.pants i n the group and to 
the building of gr oup integration . The roles a re 
II 1/ 
23 
oriented to the functioning of the group as a p:ro·up o 
1hey are des igned to maintain or alter the group way 
of wor king , to strengthen, regulate and perpe\'iuate 
the v.:roup as a gl .. ou.p " 
(3) Self Oriented Behaviol": (J) 
This ... ategory includes all behavior t hat attempts to 
satis fy individual needs whi ch are lrrelev·ant ox• nega~ 
tivel y orL;nted to the tasl.: or !llaintenance function ..... 
25 
of the group as a group ~ 
(4) Indeterminate Behavio:t>; (I) 
This category includes all behavior or roles m:ich 
the observe!" is unable to classi.f'y :tn the above ca.te~ 
gories during the timJe spar of his obs ervation" 
The Process of Devel oEment 
Our efforts to devise the observat5.on :i.nstrument 
divided themselves into four stages. The first was devoted 
to an explora tion of how an observa t ion m:i.ght be used tn. con= 
nection with one or more ·variables of' nsocial ma:turi ty'1 tilEd; 
we had tentatively identified. Selecting the variable "dis= 
tribution of r oles within a group , n i.<ile then investigated three 
systems of analysis of small group behavior-- those of Robert F' ~ 
25These first three broad groupings are ba.sed on: 
Kenneth Benne a.nd Paul Sheats, "Functional Roles of Gl"'oup Mem= 
bers." !!£l!!.~ .. <.?J'~ocia!~~~ v ol .. 4 (Spr•:!.ng!J 1948 ) PPo 41=49 o 
26 27 28 Bales; .T •. R , Gibbs; Kenneth Benne a nd Paul Sheats ,. 
One v:ay to study behavior i n groups is to sat up 
categories .for the classi1'ication of a. l 1 poss ib l e r• eme.rks and 
behavlor:1 lu a group discussion, train observers who can 
accur at{'ls cat(~gorize such group d i s cussionc &.nd then analy ze 
the da t:t ~ o obtained ., Such a HYB "tGm i s the Dn19 dev" sed by 
Robert ft' , Bales at the Laboratory of Socla.: .. Rela tions at 
"J i 29 Harvard n versitya Bal es has d ivided group activity into 
twel ve 0ategories . Examination of the twelve oategorie~ of 
hi;, In'.: eraction Analysis System {F i gure 2) wi l l show 'l:;htlt the 
f·~ rst three a n d the last three categor•ies ar't1 socio emo-Gion .. l 
·.-esponses. 'l'he top tb.r(Je -" indica t ing solidar-it y_? toans:i.on re-=· 
lee. 3e , and a ggreement are posi.t i y e r eactions of the group mem"' 
bers to one a nother and to the group ' s t ask<· The bottom ~chJ: .. ee~ 
indicating antagoniBm ~ t ension .r. a nd diaa.greernentll are negative 
is , they cov e r exch anges of lnforma ti on a mong the group m·:'3m.,., 
bers rela. t ed t o the job of sol vine; problems unden" ¢iiscuss ion., 
Categories 7 J 8 , and 9 cover ask i ng f or orientations» opinions~ 
26 '2:,."";.~ ~~t.:;go:.."ies P t h e r•ul es f: r obs ax•ving, th Il'l!ethod 
of s~o~j_n e: ~ ·.,~ ~ t res. tment of th.:i.s analysis io o•}tlined i n 
detail :tn: Robert F'.. Bnl es , 1.£~era_c.:,].:i;QJL!l,2£!?J!.!'L .A:na.1-_,u;.,llQ 
27
warren Bennis , Qr:._~s~2,2~tl!2!h Pa 25{\ 
28Benne and Sheats , 2.P .. c i. t , !} pp.. 41~~ 47., 
29som1is , 2Jl.~_£:1.t ,.,, p, 13 .. 
or S1..Lggest ion:3; and categories 4, 5 and 6 cover att empted. 
:_;., 
anawers in terms of orientations p oplnion.s , or sugg-esti ons . 
We also investigated the role categor i es developed by 
Gi bbs a nd by Benne and Sheats ., Bo t h were arrived at by asking 
four questions: (1} What needs of the person playing the rol e 
are satisfied 1s.nd what problems does it c1•ea te f or him? (2 
What needs o f t he other group members ara satisfied and wha t 
needs are a roused? (3) Does the role increase or decrease co-
hes iveness? {4} Does the rol e contribute toward th0 sol u tion 
of the group ' s problem or does it interfere · vr.t t h sol ving t h"' 
31 problem? 
'lhe Gibbs ' system (Figur e 3 has four set. of roles : 
(1) Group Task Holes - -which are primarily us eful fo r con tri-
buting towards problem solution, (2 Group Buildi ng and 
:Maintena nce Role~ s- -which ar.s prLJa.rily u s eful fo r s a t:i.s f y:.tng 
the needs of o ther members and cont i~ibut ing to g1~oup :l.ntegr = 
tion o (3 ) Individual Holes--wh ich Er e expres siona of pe rsonal ~ 
as op;:;osed to group ne eds o ( 4) Task and GrouD Rol e s -=whlch 
are simul t aneously task and group or i entedo 32 
In connection ·!l'l1.th the l<'lrst National T_ aining Labora = 
tory in Group Devel opment in 1947 11 Kenn eth Benne and Pau.l 
30!£1£., PP o 13=14 
31Ibid ... P • 25 . 
- ..... 
3 2
,!Eid ... p . 26 . 
SJ:ea ts re c or::nlzed and named a. number of mem·,,,J.". hip r•o l es wh i ch 
3:5 
charac teristlcally arise in the d iscussion gro<.:tp The m(>m= 
ber~roles i d entified in tha ir system are clas8 i. fi ec1 i n to thr~·e. 
broad group:lngs ( F:tguy•e ·4 ) ~ 
(1 ) Gr•ou.p 'l'ask Roles o Based on the assumption that 
the task of discus sion gr oups is to s~lect~ tefin~ 
and solve com..inon p roblems, thes e rol e s ELre relate 
to the task which the ~roup is decidi~g to under~ 
take or has undartak en o They are : initla t~on, in 
forma t ].on seeke r opinion s eekel"', !.nf c rnta t:~oL 
gi ver 0 elabora t or, coordinatot• 11 ori anter ~> Enralua.= 
tor~> energizer·~ procedural technic i an , and r--
corder ., 
(2) Group Bui l ding and Maintenance Roleso Th es e roles 
are or iented toward the functioning of the gr oup 
as a group They al"e dos :tgned to a lter or rr:.ai.n-
t •. in the eroup way o:f. vmr•king, to ati·Gngthen 11 
regulate, and per•petuate the group as a group., 
'lhey a re encour·ager 9 harr.rroniza:~:• , compromiser .? 
gate-keeper :~ standar d se tt1~'H"f group o server ., and 
foll ower~ 
33rt hould be noted t hat t h is role c lassification has 
been used in training situations where people are b eing 
t rained in group proc essll not in exp erl!11ental situations or 
r e aearch o 
(.~~ ) Ino.ividee.l Roles., These r-oles a.:ea dlreeted to~~ 
v·:1:rd t h e satls.f'a.ct:lon of ~-he p a:'"'ti ·:ip e.nt 's indl~.., 
v id ~ s.l ne.eds"' Thelr purp se "s so;·,le lndi vi ;.l,j_ 1 
goal which is not l"el e-u·an ._ ei tber to the group 
task or to the functioning of t he c;roup a~ a 
recogni · lon seel{e:r·, salf~confessor r> p l&yboy domi-
nator, he l p seel.r.er, and .::peeia.l int e:r'•9St pleader.P'± 
As a result o f oui' survey of t;he three sy t0ms y,· c en= 
.rlsione d e. measuring .instru .. 111ent i n which a 2erleEl of l"Ol e es.t.-. 
e gorles c ould be checked for eac h member as a · ehavior in 
t hese cate g od.es occurred 9 ei :;her by obsarva t;:1.ons made dv..X'L .. g 
t he actt.al g r:oLp meeting~ by ca tegorir.ing p:t:>oc0ss ~·eco.~.·d.:;: ox> 
by impressionistic ratings done i;:n.rnedia'tely aftel" t;he mr-,~ti:ag,. 
We visualized. a scorin g shee·t on which the types ,, :r roles 
c ould be lis "(ld down the lef't side(il the group members ac_"'OS:5 
t he top and entries rrrade 'in the appl"Opria te bo.< t o uhow occu ...... 
ences or a g iven member~s behavior in a ~ivan roleo 
The second ..,tage iim.s direc·ced to t h e p:r•ocGJs s of tes t~ 
ing the app_ icability of the role c a tego ~ es under consiae~ ~­
tion to social group wox-k ma·teroial e.:nd t o r efining these c.n t e= 
gori es f o r our observa.tion instrumeni~" We felt tha t the Bonn= 
Sheats role classification was m©re litpproprie;d;e for aocial 
work group s 9 and we used this system t 0 categorize two group 
work process rt.:icords to test tha ap;)lic&i.">il :l t y of the roles to 
·Social work groups o We discovered that tLs categori e s wer e 
more applicable to d5.scussion than to group ~1c ti vi ty uch a s 
participation in crafts, games ., etc " Ther e:fo:t.·('l> we de c ided t o 
limit our· obs ervation to pla.nninp; and decision .\akl:ng s i t u a = 
tions o Furthermore, since it was fel t that dech.ton mak i n g 
situations would occur more frequently in adolesc e.'.t frl"oups 
than in younger ones 0 we decided to limit our obser~ \tions t o 
this age ~roup o 
Encou:r.•e.ged by tha a pplicability of the Benn(~~st 3ats 
role categori e s to social work groups , we undertook ~he t nsk 
of developing our own sat of role categories by conso'. idating 11 
eliminating, simplifying, and adding to t heir categor i·so 
Using group work proeess records to discover and define 't"ele= 
vant categories g we a dded a self-ori ented beha vior categc~y t o 
cove1 .. the attempts of group members t o satisfy individual 
needs which are irrelevant or negatively oriented to task 01· 
maintenance functions .. We also added an indeterminate role 
behavior category to cover thoss units of r•ole behavior that 
th.;3 observer c ould not classify o We specified t he 1mi t of ob"' 
·aervation to be categorized as the length of t ime a p e r son 
stays uninterrup tedly :1.n the same r ole al thou~~h s everal c on= 
tent i tems might be overed9 If t h e sp~aker ' s role changes, 
the observer scores; if his role shifts back~ the observe~ 
scores againo 
The t hird stage was a try~out period for our sat of 
categories o We categorized together a g roup work process 
record , a tape-recording of an adolescent group m .. 'Bet ingi> and 
we observe~ a council meeting of adolescent girlso 
As a result of these var i ous tests of our preliminary 
instrument , we arrived at the following modifications and 
rules for ·us e or the categories : 
a o Category a will be scored when one prods i n the sense 
of' i ntroducinp; something new; category e when the 
proddine takes the flavor of sending up a trial 
bal l oon and when a decis i on is being brought to a · 
conclusion , 
b a Category c will be checked when a member provides 
relevant information; cat egory d when reflecting in-
formation o 
C o "Joking or tension release" was added to the definl~ 
tion of category ho 
do Part of category 1 was reworded to re d "expressing 
standard for group proce•s" instead of "expressing 
standards for ~roup to achieve o" We wished to de~ 
fine category i in terms of group proces s r ather 
than the content o 
e , "Under standingn was added to category fo 
fo An all- member" col~~ was added to cover simultane-
ous r0sponses when the dominant response could be 
scored and to cover t h e actual voting of t h e members o 
Anoth er result of the various tests was that we felt 
the observer should have fora - knowledge of the co~posi tion and 
characteristics of any gr oup he was to obs erve . Therefore . we 
,, 
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developed a schedule for obtaining the desired ba.ckgrcund data 
on t h e group o This schedulo (s ee Appendix A and B) cov~.: rs 
thirt~en items: typ e of group; dat~ of original formation of 
group; length of worker's association with the group ; time and 
f r equency of ~eatings; meeting place; dues and fees; member, · 
s hip ; relation of the zroup to other groups ; kinds of ac t ivi= 
t ies ; officers ; use o!' parliamentary procedurti; r·i valry or 
confl ict situations in the gr oup ; ethnic background , age, 
grade, and religion of t he group members o 
Concern for reliability was the fourt h phas e i n the 
process of development., We categorized with the observation 
instra~ent a group of gr aduate students who role- played adole-
scents planning a party and a transcript of a group meeting 
of adolescent boys., 
Several areas of di f ficulty were evident o We were un~ 
able to kaep a breast of the speed of the activity of the 
group; we were no t yet mi nimally familiar with the definitions 
of the cat egories ., We were uncl.:~a1 ... about marginal units of 
behavior . Our own private definit i ons had not been sufficie~ 
ly eliminated o We needed practice in designating thd unit of 
observatian o As a rosult the degx•e.;, of agreement between us 
in our categorization did not reach a satisfactory level of re-
liability . l;tanifestly, we saw a need for .~ore trainings 
practice , and reliabil ity testingo Since t h is would not be 
I, 
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feasible within our time limits " our original purpose.,.="to de-
vlse .a reliabl~ obse:L'vation instrument for measuring the dis-
tribution of roles within a group--had to be modifiedo RecOf,= 
nizing that more steps were needed to establish the reliabili-
ty of the instrument, we decided to keep our focus on a more 
exploratory level; that is, to devise an instrument and ex· · 
plore thd problems of its fiald applicationo We now viewed 
the field observation of groups as an opportunity to apply t h e 
instrument and axamine what problems arose in its actual ad~ 
ministration a nd in the analysis of the resulting data o ~his 
would provide opportunity for us 'to suggest future procedures 
and to present ou:l" thinking on ways to tes'l:; the instru..'llent~s 
reliability and validityo 
'''· 
FIGURE 1 
ROLE CATE.GOHil!S FOR GROUP OBS EHVATION 
-~ TASK ROLES : 
a )IN ITIATING , EXPlilli1'ING AND ENEHGIZING 
J?roposing t:aak or goals; def1n1n::-w: H 
group problem; suggesting a pr oc edure 
or i deas for solving a problem; per= 
forming tasks for group; prodding 
group to action or decision o 
b)S:b.hKING I NF'ORMATION , OPINION,· ORIF.NTATION 
Reques ting f acts ; seeking rel·evan t i nforma-
tion about a group concern; asking f or 
suggestions or ideas; seeking position of 
individuals in group g r equest ing goals 
or d1rection o 
CoGIVIiW INFORMA'IION , OPI.NION , ORIENTATION 
Offering fact s ; providing r elevant info~na­
tion a. bout group concern ; stating a belief 6 
giving suggestions or i deas p defini ng 
pos1 tion ot• group ; relating group goals 
and direct1ono 
d oCLARIFYING, LLA.BORA'l'ING , COORDINA'l'ING, 
SUM~~HIZING~=Interpreting or reflecting 
i deas and suggestions ; clearing up con= 
fusions; indicating alte~natives and i ssues; 
giving examples; pulling together activities 
of m>embers " 
e o CONSENSUS TESTING, EVALUATING , CHITICIZ ING 
Sending up t rial ballons to s ee i f group i s 
reaching a c~onclusion; checking: with group 
to see how much agreement has been reached; 
questioning or r eflectin g on practicali t y » 
logic , f acts and procedures o 
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FIGURE 1 • Continued 
.. ------ ·- -- --···--· ---======== =:======::;:::::= 
' 
f )IDJCOURAG I. NG Al-4D liliABLING--Being friend-
ly. undt?rstanding, warm and responsive 
to othe.l's ; accepting others and their 
contri"Jutions; giving them opportunity 
for r r..:c ognition; attempting to keep 
comm1mica tion channels open., facilitat-
ing participation of others .. 
g)MF.JIATING , COMPROMISING , HARMONIZING 
Actempting to raconcile disagreements; 
~educing tension through "pouring oil 
on troubled waters"; qualifying one ' s 
position by yielding status or admit-
ting errore 
h)EXPRESSING GROUP F~LINGS-~Sensing feel-
ing , mood , relationships within the 
group; including joking for tension 
release ., 
. . 
i)STA~DARD SETTI~G--Expressing standards 
for group process; applying standards 
in evalua:ting group functioning and 
productiol~ o 
-
J )SELFwv ORI !1.NTED B:ftJI/, VI OR--Attempts by mem-
bers to satisfy individual needs which 
are irrcllevant or negatively or iented to 
task or maintenance functions . 
-k) INDE1'ErlMINATE 
FIGURE 2 
BALES t IN'I'ERAC1l'ION ANALYSIS CATEGORIES 
~R SHEET NAMES AND NUMB.KRS 
~~============================================================== Categories 
l o Shows solidarity, raises others' 
status ~ gives help, reward 
2 .. Shows tension releasep jokes 9 
laughs, shows satisfaction 
3 .. Agrees, shows passive acceptance, 
understands, concurs 
4o Gives suggestions, direction~ 
implying autonomy for other 
S o Gives opinion, evaluation, an• 
alysisp express feeling, wish 
6o Gives orien tation, information~ 
repeats, clarifies, confirms 
· 7u Asks for orientation, information, 
repetition~ confirmatioh 
8 . Asks for opinion, evaluati on, 
analysis 9 expression of feeling 
9o Asks for suggestion, direction, 
possible ways of action 
lOa Disagrees, shows passive rej-
ection, formality~ withholds help 
11 .. Shows tension,. asks for help 9 
withdraws out of field 
·12~ Shows antagonism, deflates other's 
status, defends or asserts self 
TOTALS 
Grp number __________ __ 
No in group ________ __ Time of day Date ------Topic ____________________ _ 
Totals 
FIGURE 3 
GIBBS r SYSTEM OF ROLE CATMORIES 
I o '!'ask Roles 
Initiating activity 
Seeking information 
Seeking opinion 
Giving information 
Giving opinion 
E.1.abor•a ting 
CoOl'"dina ting 
Su..'llllla ri2;ing 
Testing feasibility 
!I e Group Mainte~ance Roles 
Encouraging 
Gate keeping 
Standard setting 
Following 
Expressing group feeling 
IIIe Task and Group Roles 
Evaluating 
Diagnosing 
Testing for consensus 
Mediating 
Relieving tension 
IV o Individual Roles 
Being aggressive 
Blocking 
Self= confess ing 
Competing 
Seeking sympathy 
Special pleading 
Horsing around 
Seeking reco gnition 
Wi thdl'"awing 
FIGURE 4 
BENN~SHEA~S ROLE CLASSIFICATION 
~1) Group Task Roleso These roles are related to the task 
which the group is deciding to undertake or has under-
takeno 
ao Initiator~-suggasts or proposes to the group new ideas 
or a changed way of regarding the group problema 
bo Information s eeker--asks for clarlfication of sugges-
tions made~ for authoritative information or facts 
pertinent to the problem being discussedo 
Co Opinion seeker--asks for a clarirication of the values 
pertinent to what the group is undertakingo 
do Opinion ~iver--states his belief or opinion pertinent= 
ly to a suggestion made or to alternatives suggestedo 
eo Information giver--offers facts or generalizations 
which are authoritativeo 
fo Elaborator-=spells out suggestions in terms of exam-
ples, offers a rationale for suggestions madea 
go Coordinator~-shows or clarifies the relationships 
among various ideas and suggestions, pulls them to~ 
gather a 
io Evaluator--subjects the accomplishment of the group 
to some standard of group functioning :tl, the context 
of the group tasko 
jo Energizer-=prods the group to action or dec1siono 
ko Procedural tclehnician--expedites group movement by do-
ing things for the eroupo 
lo Recorder-=wri tes down suggestions, makes a record of 
group discussionso 
"' 
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F'IGURE 4 "" .Qg:ntinll~ 
(2) Group Building and Ms.int;enance Roles., These roles are 
oriented toward the functioning of .the group as a group .. 
a .. ~~courager~-praises, agrees with and accepts the con= 
tributions of otherso 
bD Harmonizer--mediates the differences between other 
members , relieve tensiono 
Co Compromiser--operates from w:i.th:tn a conflict in which 
his idea or position is involvedo 
d~ Gate-keeper and expediter-=attempts to keep commun1ca~ 
tion channels open by encouraging or facilitating the 
participation of others by proposing regulations of 
the flow of communice.tiono 
e c Standard setter~-expresses standards for the group to 
atte111pt to achieve in its functioning or applies 
standards in evolving the quality of group p~ocesso 
f c Group observer·~ .. ·keeps records of various aspects of 
group p:t:>ocess and feeds such data wi'iih proposed i nter= 
preta tions into 'the group's eve.luation of i t;s own pro-
cedures .., 
g o Follower--goes along wi th the movement of the group, 
more or l ess passively accepting the ideas of otherse 
FIGURE 4 - Continued 
(3) Indiv1Jual HoleR o These roles nre directed toward the 
sat1';1'action of the participant ' s individual needs., 
a Aggressor=.., dElf lates the status of others attacks 
group or problem it is working on, 
bo Blocker--di sagr ees and opposes w:tthout or beyond 
reason o 
c. Recognition seeker--works in various ways to call 
attent i on to himself o 
d ., Self- confessor--uses group to express personal 11 non-
group feeling , ideology o 
e o Playboy- -makes a display of his lack of involvemen t 
i n the gr oup 0 s process ~ 
f., Dominator--tries t o as £H3r ·~. author l ty oro sup erior._ ty 
in ra.an; pula ting 'che g:r>oup or certain m ... mber•s o 
g .. Help-seeker-· ... attempts to call foi•th sympe.thy z•eeponsas 
from group n1Xlmbe!'8 a 
ho Spec i al interest pleader--spea~s for particular groupo 
The observation instrument had focused on what we 
~ · el t was one major component of " s ocial me. turity 11 " io e op 
role behavior~ but we ouestioned h ow adequate a measure of 
overall maturity this would provideo AccordinglyD i t was de-
cide d to seek some independent as s essmen·t of 11 social maturi ty" 
in the group sessions observed o A "Post-Meeting Question-
naire" was devised "to cover as many as feasible of the other 
components o f maturity that we had identified (see Appendix 
.E) e This questionnaire was a dminis tered to t;he group worker 
immediately f ollpwing the observa:i;ion sessiono 
The t we· goals of the quest i onnaire were : 1) to help the 
observer to determine the content of the meeting observed 9 and 
2) to provide an independent basis for assessing or judgi ng 
t he level of "social maturity" of the group 9 CJ'he group workGr 
wiii also asked to ru. te the group ~wcording to the following 
.s cai e: i)vePy mature ; 2) somewha t ma ture; 3) avera g0; 4 ) .acme-
what lmmature; 5) very irnrna.tu1 .. e;; I t should b e noted he1 .. ~ that 
we were not a ble to obtain the WOl:'ker's rating on all fi·ve 
groups observedo We were interes t ed in how such a rating 
would compare vdth the observer's i mpressionistic judgment 
follovli.ng a session of categorizing and with the measures .of 
maturity in role behavior provided by the observation instru-
ment ,. 
l)Natur e and 
~~-
'rvhet _el:> deeislons diseussed were new or previously discussed; 
yrt;tether topics were app:r•opr>ia tetl m3. ture.!' and x•GalS.sti.c ., 2 ) 
Evalue~tlC2n orw1.~r£l£.J2 £q.il.V=l.~JZ_J.~~2!!~.Jr~~J],B;_~f-'-~ 3 qocJ.s lo£!!. : ·~o 
determine .the gT•oup's a ttltude, il:T~roJ.Yement v gr>oup ox• "we 1~ 
feeling; the -xis·~ence of conflicts; 'the 8:.0"{-Gen-i.; Oi. examinat i on 
the examination of gency pol:ic y a _J.d in:l tiatio:n of new !"U.len 
by the group . 
•. cisions with .. ~:~_P,!'~_Jjo~~~l.,.~ot~~~_£: to 
oeter-mine the usual attitude of 'c;h-.o gr•o-~p; the usual degree of: . 
the worl.rer v s . cti vi ty ; whether the gronp t>ms more willi11g to 
assum.e respono ibilit:les; the distrlbut:J.on of' ! e spon ib!Ulties 
in the group; l'lhat f3.ctors mc.y ha.v•.;; exis ·~:J ·d +.o expedite 
decision makL1g .. 4) Anticip:-:tt3d subsequent behavior relevant 
-~ ......... -, -~~~·--~-----~-~~-.,~.::1:'~ 
to these deoi ~· lons: ·;;o deterrn:tns wLetha!~ the decislons had 
been discm:ased fully 01 ... needed Ii!lO!"O discussion ~ whether " .foll-
OW""UP11 was nse ed; co~;,1sul tatlon needs with othe!'S ou·tsid~ t h e 
group after the declai ons or 'i:;he moetin g; the •;.rorker ~s goals 
and extent to whl~h ~· "t was f' e l t th~~y ·;Jere achiev.redo 
n~ wa r::'. antic i pated tha t ·t;h e quest;:'l.onnaire :night serve 
:as an emotiona l l~elePse for the wol'ker dux•:l.ng its administra~ 
ti on a:rter a meeting , It vtas a lso b e l ie"Jj'ed the. t it might help 
a wox•ker to s ·:.llnm.arize the meeting e.nd reflect on goal ~~chleve-
ment o ':'heea 51 however, were sub-goal ... c on.·tributlng only indi= 
reatly to the project . 
In addition to the Post-Meeting Qusstionnaire and the 
wo:t>:.:sr' s rating of the l8tl'el of.' me.-turi ty of the session ob-
s frved, we asked the worker to-prepare a "proces s reco~ n of 
,;he portion of the meeting that had been categorized o We 
recognized t hat these requests p~aeed a heavy burden on the 
work ~7r , a.ndg <-l gai:n, we were not able to oh·t-aln the 11 pl'•ocess 
record" for . 11 of the '?'roup sess :l on.s obsar•ved .. 
Our o riginal in·cention. :l.n a ss embling these materials 
h ad been ·to p rovide basis fo:r• an independent measut~e of 
"soc ial matur· ty" that could be used to ·-test the ;ra1idl·cy of: 
the observa ti n ins"trurn<3nt o Howe"J' r, we soon reali!!Hild that 
th:l.s step was beyond our present resourcet~ of time and agency 
cooperation~ ,g nd the data. from the questionnaire, ratinr;;, and 
process record were . ot; systen1~tically comps1red wlth the rec> 
s ults of the observaUon :tnstrumento We did, howe"ler 'cas t out 
i nformally th wo1~ka llity of' the questionnaire in connection 
with the obs e x vs. tionr3~' and the expBl"ienca in its use :l.s re-
por·ted in the lnd:l.vidual reports of observations on the five 
group s., 
I 
. r 
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CliAPTER II 
EXPiRIENCE IH USB OF i 1HE OBSERVATION INSTRUME:fT 
GROUP I 
by Carol A. Jenkinson 
Group Composition and Characteristics 
Group I is a friendship group meeting in a settlement 
house in a lower socio-economic neighborhood a There are many 
nationalities and races living within the neighborhood and 
most of these are served by the agency . In most cases tne . 
groups are of mixed nationality and/or race o Group I is an 
exception to the rule being an all Negro girls group o 
The worker is a first year group work student o This 
group is not . however, part of her field work assignment ~ She 
receives no direct supervision in working with this group a At 
the time of the first observation the worker had been with the 
group for a period of five months. 
The members range in age from thirteen through sixtee~ 
The majority of the members are fifteen years of a geo The 
school grades represented are the 6th, 7th, 8th, lOth, 11th 
and the Special Class o 1heir school grades show no correlation 
with their abillty to function in this group o All of the pirls 
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are American Negro in bacHground . Three of the members are of 
the Catholic religion and the·rest are Protestant e 
The group memb~rs have been meeting ~ogether for a 
period of two years o ~hey~have spent part or the time in the 
.~ I, I 
agency with a leader provi~ed by the agencyo) The rest of the 
time they have been. on the~r own outside the l agency .. 'l'here 
are twelve girls who are _ a~ency members and ~elong to the 
group when it meets in the\agency o There ar~ other girls that 
meet with them on the outstde o 
\ 
At present the gro11p meeting is held\at t he agency for 
a period of about one and 9ne-half hours wee~ly.. They have no 
assigned room and therefor~ do not know thei~ actual meeting 
. ; I 
' place from week to week o ~bey have little r~lationship with 
. ' 
the agency outside their oirn immediate group ? '!hey do have 
representation on the Teen~age . council although they seldom go 
to the council meetings .. ~e group appoints;representatives 
only in order that they m& 1f occasionally sponsor a danceo It 
is agency policy that they cannot sponsor a aance wi thout 
council approval e The grr;.•.tp 's other contact within the a gency 
I 
is a brother group o This ;1~ an informal relationship both in 
and out of the agency & 
At present the group has a formal structureo There i s 
the traditional slate of officers which is elected yearly by 
the group members o One of the worker's goal~ is to help t hese 
officers understand their ~o~es c At present the members use a 
4 
0 ••• • 
very :i.JQ3~ form of parl:lam:entary pr•ocedure o 
'lhe indigenous les.der in the group holds no office ~ 
W .i.s has produced "the only conflict in the gr•oup.. The low 
';·tatus members of the club res ist the leadership of this mem~ · 
bero 1he president is still trying to gain confidence in as= 
suming leadership ln the group... 'lnis 1e made mor e difficul·t 
by the role taken by the indigenous leader ., 
'!he girls are fighting for au1:--v:l. val as a groupo Tnsy 
have never been able to count on consistency in adult lsada~~ 
ship o They r ealize that the loss or the adult in each case 
means the break up of the group vd th:i.n t he a gencyo They ars 
slowly beginning to accept the v;orka:t~ and havf;:) begun to show 
a small degree of "we feeling" with the agency~> 
Observations of_Grou~ 
In preparing for the actual categorizing of the gr oup 
meeti ngs, the \vriter went to two meetings to observe a nd be-
come familiar with the particular group., It was hoped that 
this would serve to help the members reel comfortable with the 
observer during the actual categorizing sessions and that it 
would help the observer in dlst:J.nguishing group memberso 
During the first preparatory meeting the observer s at 
in the backgromid after being introduced by the worker~ The 
group members paid little attention to the observer and thsr e 
was no outward response to the explanation given :Cor hen-
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presenr.>e o As the members did not know what to make of thi.s 
extr:? person at their meeting, they ignored her .. «J:'he second 
me~ting was of very different nature It was a trip to a 
l'Jller skating rink .. In traveling to and from the rink and in 
helping members put on theil"' ska tea the indiff'erence of the 
week before became a tentative acceptance of the obs ervaro, At 
this meeting there was a n opportunity to explain info~nally 
the role of the observer and the fact that at the next meetin~ 
she would be categorizing their role behavior in relationship 
to the decisions they would be making. 
The third meeting attended was the first one to be 
categorized . The members met the worker and the observer in 
the hall and together tht1y went to the room assigned for this 
meeting, the agency kitchen. Although there was no opportuni-
ty to see the room ahead of time,. lt was set in such a manner 
that it was quite ideal for observingo 'fide meant that n o 
fuss had to be made in suggesting a different arr angement for 
purposes of observation. ~he group members sat around a table 
with the except :ton of tv;ro who sat ln chairs against the wall 
behind the president; . There was a small table f or the obser-
ver facing the group Q Only one member had her back to the ob-
server .. 
The worker introduced the observer who was given an-
other opportunity to explain her rolea As before , the ex 
planation was given that the observer also worked with groups 
and was interested in seeing how groups made decis ionso Tney 
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were told that this \vou.ld hopefully be helpf'ul to other groups.. 
The members showed more interest this time than they had at . 
any pl .. eviou.~ explanation. After explaining her functio:n·ti . the 
. . 
observer chl' Ckdd the members' ~ames saying the t she wonder!;)d 
if she remeni:··el .. ed them all from her previous contacts .. 
Befox• the observe!• was abl e to retu:t•n to her ta.ble 0 
the meeting httd begu..'1., As she had not known ju.r3t which mem= 
bers would be pres ent, no nam·3B v.:rere on the cat egory sheet, 
This meant tha the first few actions were probably l~~t~ al-
. though to tha :lest of hel" abili tytt by going in orde!", t~he ob= 
server t:r.'ied t · ~ · ce.tegorize each statement. 
The e. ~tu.al meeting time we..s about forty minutes. This 
.. Sieem.;;sll to b~ a good len.gth of time for categorizing. The . ob"" 
se!'VtJr di(} not feel at the point of f'atigue and :felt tha·t she 
cou~d h":!Te continued for ahothel:"' ten minutes or so easilyo 
Th.f1 di.fJcussion was all centered around t~ro themes which inter~ 
t\nnf);il!' a. dance and the maldng of skix>ts o As the total group 
dld ·wt aeem too interested, the pace of diaousslon was etoy 
One o£ the major dil:'i'iculties ancoun·tered at the first 
roserva t!on wi:l.s the dis tin&,-ulshing of the ve.1--1ous membe~s o 
Although the names were recorded :in order of their arrange., 
ment in the roomJ it 't"!as 3 ·till difficult at f'irst to b e sure 
the statement wt=ts being ca.tegorizad under ·the proper name., 
The majOl" factor :tn the difflculty encounte:J':>Sd .:;as the 
abrup tness of the beginning of the meeting, not giving the ob-
server a chanc~ to get oriontedo Another factor was that the 
observer was not fami l iar enough with the various girls to 
distinguish one from anothera 
Another difficul ty in categorizing this meeti ng was 
the interference of the noise in the next roomo ~here was a 
small serving window open between this meetin g room and an-
other . During the meeting one of the metnbers closed the in-
dow and after this it was much easier to catch the statements 
made by the memberso 
In the use of the instrument , the observer ha d little 
difficulty i n deciding where she felt each !tam should be 
categorized . When there was a question as to the category, 
the essence of the statement was jotted down and then cate= 
gorized during a slower point in the discussion o An example 
was , "Let ' s look at the practical side of the questiono" Here 
there was a question as to whether this was "a" or "eon 'l'he 
decision was made f or "e" after checkin~ the categori eso 'l'he 
only time that it seemed necessary to categorize as nk" was 
when a number of members spoke at once and none of the s ta te= 
menta could b e caught o 
Before the second observation sesslon the worker was 
asked to try to delay the opening of the meeting until the ob= 
server was ready . This meeting was held in a large room wi t h 
no t able ~or the members, who sat in a circle 9 but a small 
8 
table oo:s.::. enient for the observel'o 
Many v~ the difficulties of the first observation were 
overcome e.t this s e~-~nd session. The observer ifgas able to 
prepare he:t."' instrument on the· table while the members ga therad 
the chairs i nto the circle. Most of the members were not even 
aware of "the observer ' s presence. When the members were seat-
ed the workel., tool'\: u ttondanoe going slowly in order around the 
room while t he observei' recorded the i r names., Before actually 
starting the meeting the worker checked with the observer to 
see that she was ready ., 
'lhe pace of this meeting was much fas .tEa~ than the prte>-
Yious one. 'lbe actual meeting time was abou t fifty minutes. 
As t he observer f elt mor-e comfortable in identifying t h e mem= 
bers, the ,pace was not. too difficult to categorize., 'lbe big-
gest .problem was the physical fe:i:iigue caused by t rying to k eep 
up with the constant action, many times comi ng from more t han 
one source at a time@ The members had many t hings to discuss 
including .the tv..ro t opics of the p:r•evious mesting:t open house 
; 
at the agency~ poss i.ble mal"'ger with another group ~ acceptance 
of new member•, and the poss ibility of changing of:f'icsrs in 
mid-stream. 
This observeJr feels that :t"'aliabilit:y ln 'Ghe use of the 
instrument increases wlth further use with the SJame g l .. oup ., 
This is due to t h e observer~s fa.:niliar:tty with the group and 
w1 t h the instrument, and the group's familiarity with being 
·!9 
obs erved and eategor ized g. Bot h observer and gr oup were more 
at eas e i n the s econd aituation c ~· 
' 
The r esults of thf\ . t wo obs ervationa are summarized 0 11 
t he accompanying "Measur es for Gr oup Obsen ... ve.t1ona 11 (ppo ' .. -'""' · ·-_::; ,; 
ib.e major d1fferenca no t ed is the number of it;ems cate goz•lzed o 
Only 185 1 tems were categorized i n t h e f irs t s es s ion of fo:~. .. ty 
minutes , whereas a t t h e sec ond obser va tion of fif·ty minu tes 
there wer e 469 items.. There were n i n e member ::J present a t each 
s eseiono Although much may have been lost in the early stages 
o f the firs t session ., t h e obse:i:>ver fael s t h e general p:tcture 
of t he group would hold ., Ei ght of the members were presen t at 
bot b. sessions o One girl present at ·i;he fi r st obs ervation was 
absent at the second and one present a t the second was absen·t 
a t t he first o The member• who was mos t active e.t t h e f irs t 
session was presen t for onl y ten minutes at the secondo 
'!he first hypothes i s regarding social ma tur i ty of ·the 
group as bas ed on this instrument i s tha t . " the group is more 
mature the larger the ratio of group- oriented r ole behavior to 
self- oriented behavior o" With the worker included in the sam~ 
ple, 94 per cent of Group I ' s behavi.or was group- oriented in 
the first observation and 95 per cent in the second observa-
tiono When the worker is left out of the calculations , 93 per 
cent of the behavi or i s gr oup- oriented in bot h ooservat i onso 
In each ins tance , s ix of t he nine member s pr es en t ah owed St»'iW 
s el f-or i en t ed beha vi or. In t he f i rst obs~rvation this 
C.•" 
•.JV 
mem~e~s o In the second session m.ost of the salf-orien.t~d be-
h a ;rio::.;., wa.~ concentcat()d in ·two :member~s., 
T'h.e ..,econd hypothesis states that ii' :;.:-ole l,')eh.a. Jior 1.2 
ti we imma. turi ty., A·c each meet:t:ng en tegol""'ized :lf the wo:l'ker is 
includG~d in the caleula"tlons t;he:r:•e we.e some "behavior shown ill 
each of the categol"iaa" If th.e worker is not included there 
'l!'IG:t>e ·i;wo categories :l.n which no behavior oocu.rr~d for the 
first obssl.,va."tion and one for the second,. With the wo:r•ker in= 
eluded in the calcula"tlons, 86 per ec:mt of th~3 role beha.v_oJ. .. 
was t;ask beha-.Jlox• at the i':i.rst; session e.nd 83 per cent of thls 
second observation 88 per cent of the role behavior was task 
serva tion 94 per c~mt tai:!k orie:t!.tf;·d &nd 91. pex• c®:nt of this 
informa ti.onal ,~ 
In th'~ third hypothesis the conc0rn is wi t;h t;he spread · 
It holdo that :i.:f th0 :;.:ool~, beh::.. v.io:t o:f' each l.ndi vidu.s.l is con= 
cen·~:pated :i.n one 01"' few categories, this is e. sign ·or ~.elat:tva 
., 
:t .llimaturity o The ave1-.:.•~e numbe:t .. of role categories not repre= 
sented in the behavior of iJ:~dividual members when the worker 
was included in the calculations at the f~rst session was 4o8 
anc. at the second 4 .. 7 ,. Withoht the worker i nclude d the fig-
urea are 5o2 at the first and Sol at the s econd categorizatio~ 
The per~nt of tho total role behav ior for each member includ-
ing the WtY!~ker is shown in Figure 8 (Appendix, p. lSB). The sharp 
decrease in ni-?mber df:l may .be due to the fact tha t she was 
present for only ·t;en minutes at t he second sessiono Member 
#10 was not present a 'i:: the first s ession and l.i!t€tmber # 5 was ab= 
sent at the se.cond o Des pit~ these fa ctors 9 the o ther members u 
par.ti.cipation is similar i:p the two observations a 
'lns f'.:.nal hy-pothesis _concerns maturi ty in r elation to 
the members ' decree.s:i.ng need of the worlt:er... The a ssumptic:>n is 
that the "group is more mature the larger t he ratio of me~per 
. . .·· . 
• o,' 
enacted roles to worlcer enacted roles .. " At t he f i rst observa-= 
tion members perform1.3d 79 per cen t of all the r ole behaviors o 
In the second observation the members performed 81 p er cent or 
all the role behavioro 
Post~Meeting Assessment 
Immediately following each observation session, t he 
observer administered the Postul!}eetin g ~uestiol"'..nair~ to the 
workero This , and the process record written by t he worker , 
gave both worker and observer an oppor tunity to assess these 
meetings, 
At the firs t observation a number of decis i ons we~e 
made centered on the major subject of having a party, The 
sub j ect had been discussed at a pr evious meet:i.ng ~ but one 
phase or the subj ec ·t was int:r•odu<~~ d a. t this mee ting for the 
firElt time o 'Ihe worker felt that the t opics were appt•opriate 
for the group and the decis ions ma de wer•e r•ealistic for them o 
The worker felt that the group was resistant in reac~ 
ing decisions at thi s meeting o Although all par t i cipated in 
some manner , there was no thinking on the par t of many of the 
members and they wel"'e thu s not t ruly "involved" i n t he making 
ot: the decis i ons " Part ot: the r es is ·t;ance was shown by the 
fact that alternati 'Ves wer•e p r oposed only by t he worker and 
not by the memberso 
In dlscussin g the entertaimnent for the party 9 the 
membel'"S took sides G There was no actua.l c ompromise, and the 
decision was made by the indigenous leader telling t h e membe:r•s 
what t h ey would do o The worker felt that not everyone was 
able to expre s s thems elves fully on their own views part ly due 
to the fact that they still fel t :-~.nsecure with her o 
'!he worker had to b:r•ing agency rul es to bear on the 
situation in two in:Jtances .l) and in each case this discouraged 
t he members i n reachinr; the:I.r dec :ls iono 
In comparin e: the role behavior in these decisions wi th 
usual role b ehavior ., the worker .fol t that the group h a d a more 
d1f!'icult time than usual in reaching decisions ., 'lhe de= 
cisions were important to the total croup but they became a 
battle of the indigenous leader and the worker against the 
group o The worker felt that she had to play a more active 
role than usualo In comparing the members' willingness to 
assume responsibility for the decisions once made ~ the work-
er felt that in one instance they were more willine than usual 
and many assumed responsibility ~ whereas in another instance 
they were less willing than usual and very few assumed ito 
As to the subsequent behavior that would be relevant 
to these decisions, the worker would need to discuss further 
with the group all issues pertaining to the party o Wher•e re= 
sponsibil1ty was assigned the worker would follow- up with the 
member o The assigned members would have to consult with the 
Youth Council and the Settlement House for approval of the 
affair .. 
ft1e group expressed real dissatisfaction about having 
to go to the Youth Council in order to have dancing at their 
party o On the other hand p they expressed approval about 
making their own skir•ts o 
Most of the worker 9 s goals for this meeting were long 
range goals o These were to help the group feel comfortable 
with her , to develCip group goals within the group , to have 
enough group feeling to want to carry on even without the 
worker , and to deV€Jlop the leadez•shlp of the president of the 
~>l?OUP " 
In judging the maturity of this meeting f'or this . group 
on a five po:int scale from nvel"Y immatu:r•a'' to "very mature 11 " 
the wo:vlt er judged them as t l somewhat mature o" 
At the second observation four new topics were brought 
up for discussion along w:t th the ··•abashing of two previous 
topics ., Two decisions wer•e made :tn connection with the new 
topics, both of which the worker felt were realistic o These 
regarded taking in new members and participating in the open 
house at the agency o The rehashin~ brought a :t .. ever•sal of tho 
previous deci.sion for making skirJCso r.t'he worker felt tha t 
this was not a realistic or mature decisiono All of the 
topics~ howeverp wei•e appropri.ate fox• this group., 
In evaluating the role behavior in these declsions the 
worker felt t hat the group was bot;h enthusiastic and hostile 
in reaching the decisionso 'Ihe majority of the membez•s were 
very much involvsd in maki ng the decisions and all but one 
contributed to the discusaiono Wlth the halp of the worker 
and the president most of the alternatives were examined~ 
Sides were taken regarding the two topics on which no actual 
decision was madeo It was because of the hostile f eelings 
evident that the worker helped them to postpone these de-
cisionso 
'!he worker brought to bear established rules of the 
group which helped to expedite the reaching of the docisions o 
In comparing the behavior in these decisions with 
usual role behavior the worker felt the group found it both 
easier and more difficult than usual to reach agreement o· It 
was easier in that more expressed their views and became 
really involved o It was more difficult because of the hostile 
tone .. The worker played a more active role than usua l a t this 
meeting .. 
As to subsequent behavior relevant to the decisions , 
the worker felt that further discussion was needed regarding 
the open house, new members and the dance $ Furth~r discu ss ion 
would also be nEh3ded on the two postponed dec i sions !' conoel"n-
ing the re-election of officers and the mer ger wi th another 
group o 
The worker felt she would have to contact the wor ker 
of the boys ' group wi th which this group pr opos ed the mer ger c 
Real dissatisfaction was expressed by the president; and the 
indigenous leade r in that no defini te decision was made re= 
garding the election of new officerso 
The worker 's long range goa ls for the meeting r emain ed 
the sam.e o One of the specific goals of this meeting we.s to 
help them sta1•t on their skirts a The girls made the decision 
at this meeting not to make skirts at the club o The worker 
also wanted them to discuss further the party whi ch they did o. 
The worker rated the maturity of this meeti ng a s n · ma~ 
Discussion 
In comparine; the worker ns asseasme·~·.:c with the results 
of the observation instrument i t is noted that the instrument 
does not catch the content o At first glance it might also be 
said t ha t the instrument does not catch the feeling tone of the 
meetingo In comparing the two meetings~ the worker noted that 
the first showed an indifferent at ·ti tude and the second an en= 
thusiastic and hostile one o Comparing the two observations ~ 
we note much more activity in the second ·than the firsto Al= 
though the amount of activity does not necessarily show the 
group 's attitude, the observer feels that it may have some 
bearing on the situationo When a group i s enthusiastic~ the 
members tend to all want to get in their opinions and to ex= 
press their feelings about the subjecto If members are in-
different they tend not to bother to participate. 
The instrument caught the amoun t of participation of 
each member and whe·ther their participation was in the nature 
of initiating discussion, Riving information or one of the 
other role behavior3 o When rules were brourftt to bear on a 
decision this showed on the instrument through standard set-
tingo The instrument did not show the "taking of sides . " 
Knowing that this happened in a group one mieht read it into 
the instrument by noting tha t two or more members took a near-
ly equal amount of the informational roles o This might , 
however ,. indicate something qui·;;e di!'.ferent ., 
In assessing the maturity of the group, the worlrer 
kept in mind the particular group a t the particular meetings . 
There s eems to be s ome correlat i on betv1een the worker's opin-
ion and the r esults of' the instrument.,. She judged the second 
observat i on session as more mature than the first . 'l'he instru-
ment showed a slight change in the direction of maturity ac= 
cording to the hypotheses .. Most of the r ales perfoz:-rued were 
ninformational" in charactero For this group this might be 
the expected level of participation, but in line with the 
second hypothesis this group might not rate as mature as a 
more hlebly structured group. At the first observation of 
this group there was little self-oriented behavior ~ Ranking 
this group with others on this hypothesis~ it could be said 
that this group was very mature ., In reality, another group 
wh1.ch felt free enough to have moi•e self-oriented behavioi• 
might actually be more maturso Taking these factors into ac~ 
count, the writer does not think that this ins t rument should 
be used to rank groups as more or less mature . On the other 
hand, the writer feels the instrument would be of value in 
measuring changes in one group over e period of timeo 
MEASURES FOR GROUP OBSEHVA'l'IONS GROUP I 
FIRS 1l1 lVIb'ETING 
40 MINUTES 
··'. 
Number of i~;ems in ca.tego1:y· k 4 Leav ~ these out of all f'ollow~--
·-·~~ing calcu.la -tions o · ··. 
HYPOTHESIS 1 
l o Total role behaviors: mt !1.. of i tams a-:1.. 
Total all behe.vic*1 .... : sum of' i-!il9ms a-j 
Per cent of all behav~.drs that a:~e :i.""O~.G 
b~ha\~iors: (sm . n a""j.J 100 Tsunl a:::n~ X 
111fit;h 
Workel"' 
-175 .. 
185 
Wi ·i:;hout 
Worker 
-139-
149 
2o Ia self-or5~ented behavior (j) oonc~ntrate d ln on~) or a t:ew 
members? Describeo 
6 out of 9 member,s \"Jere eat.agorized in ( j) o W ha no 
items in ( j )., MembGrs taklng the f.~ewest number or role be.., 
haviors s.lso had n o aelf-c:riented b eha:gior.., 
HYPOTHESIS I I 
lo Numb er of' role categories (a-i) in which 
no 1 teins o'ccur · 
2o 'rote.l ·task role behaviors: sum o::::":' l terns a-e 
Total all rols behaviorG: sum items a""i 
Per rient of all role b3havior~ that era 
task behaviors: (sum a-e) x 100 1"S'Um-a::rr 
3,. Total tt...nformational " role behe:viO.t"S : 
sum b=c 
Total task role behuvlors: sum. a ··e 
Per cent of taslt role beha viors · ·i:;ha.'G · .s 
q'lnfo!'!Tl&t:i.ona.l": ( sum b-e) 100 Tiiii11~· :n: 
HYPOWl!SIS III 
1.., .Nu..mber of' role i~a.tegories ( Qcr.•:J.} in which no 
occurred., Give s epal"a -tel:y f or each membe;..:-
w l g ~ 4 £ ~ ·; §. 2 
-
-1 3 3 5 4 4 6 ? 7 8 
Wi th Without; 
Work 7' Worksr 
~~:L:'' ~
0 2 
1.51 126 
).75 139 
86% 91% 
126 •·.112 
151 126 
83~ 89% 
behavior i t ms 
enc for wot•kar. 
GROUP I - FIRST MEETING 
2 o Average number of role categories in which no b~havio'r 
iteins occurred 
ao Without worker: sum of figures for each memb§t 
total nu.'ilber of members 
bo With worker~ sum of figures for each !n ember plus worker 
total number members plus worker 4 o8 
HYPO'l'IiLSIS IV 
Total role behaviors of all members in all categories: 
sum of items a-1 139 
Total role behaviors of wor lcer in all categol"ies: 
sum of items a-i 36 
Per cent of all role behaviors per.formed by members : 
~--- - --:~: sum o:t: members;._!-i t x 100 79% 
sum of all e.-ill members and worker 
MEASURES FOR GROUP OBSERVATIONS GROUP I 
SECOND. ]llE'E'l1HlG 
50 MINUTES 
Number o:t items in category k_o__Leave these out of all follow.;.: ; 
ing calculations o 
HYPOTHESIS I 
1 ~ Total role behaviors : sum of items a-i 
Total all behaviors : sum of items a - j 
Per cent of all behaviors that are role 
behaviors: tsuzq a• i) 100 sum a - j) x 
Wlth 
Worker 
-·444-~ 
469 
-· 
Wi thout 
Worker . 
358 
383 
2 o Is self-oriented behavior (j) concentrated in one or a f.'ew 
members ? Describe o 
6 out of 9 members had self-oriented behaviOl'' o Mos t 
was concentrated in two members o 
.'.' 
HYPOTH~IS II With Without 
l .., Number of role categories (a-i) ln which 
no items occur 
2 o Total task role behavi~rs: sum of items 
Total all role behaviors ; sum items a- i 
Per cent of all role behaviors that are 
task behaviors: iS1;!M a=-2-t x 100 
sum a-1 
a ... e 
3 0 Total "informational" role behaviors: 
sum b- e 
Total task role behaviors : sum a- e 
Per cent of task role behaviors that is 
''informational": (sum b-cJ~ x 100 1surn a-e) 
HYPOTHESIS III 
Worker 
0 
391 
444 
88% 
324 
391 
Worker 
__,..__ 
1 
336 
358 
94% 
304 
336 
919& 
1 ~ Number of role categories ~- i) in which no behavior items 
occurred o Give separately for each member and for worker o 
w 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 
I 6 3 5 2 6 5 7 9 ~ 
GROUP I = SECOND MEETING 
2 o Average number of role categories in which no behavi or 
items occurred 
a o Without worker : sum of figures for each member total number of members • 
bo Wi'l:ih worker: !BELO{ figur,!)S for ~aclL.Plltm~~t_,Plus worker 4:o? total n~~ber members plus worker 
HYPOIJ.'Hl!SIS IV 
Total role behaviors of all members in all categories : 
sum of items a-i 
Total role behaviors of worker in all categories 
sum of i tems a-1 
Per cent of all role behaviors pe~formed b.Y members: 
( sum of members a-i ) 
(sum of all a-i, members and worker) X 100 
358 
86 
81% 
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CHAPTER III 
EXPERIENCE IN USE OF THE OBSERVATION I NSTROKENT 
GROUP I I 
by Jo Ann Glotrelty 
~oup Composition and Characteristics 
Group I I i s a planning council f or a boys' B' nai 
B9 r1 t h Youth Organi&ation chaptero In terms of economic sta-
t~s and cultural background , the total group membership is ho-
mogeneous. Tney live in an area situated geographi cally and 
s ociologically in a middle clas s district where the population 
is predominantly Jewish and where adolescents are markedly so-
phisticated regarding matters pertaining to educational and 
professi onal status o 
Chapter affiliation is available to male Jewish high 
school s tudents who are dues paying members of the local Jew-
ish Community Centera An active chapter since its inception 
seven years ago . the current membership of forty- seven is 
bound together by fraternity-type ~oyalties and interests . 
The program activities , which reflect the needs and int erests 
of the boys, consist of recreational, educational and service-
oriented projects o 
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The planning council , which .functions as the s t eer -
ing co~~1ttee fo~ all chapter activities , is composed of t he 
thirteen officers and chairmen elected twice yearly by the 
total membership . Meeting weekly in di.ff er ent members ' homes 9 
or at the Community Center, the council' s a verage at tendance 
is ten officers . The use of parliamentary procedu~e has been 
traditionally establi shed as the operating proce dure fo r all 
B' nai B' rith groups, inclu ding t he adult chap ters. a nd t hese 
boys place great emphasis upon emulating the a dult s tatus 
groups . It maans a gr at deal t o the members, whose ages 
r ange from fifteen to eight e en yea r s of a~e to be like adul t s 
and to be able to do the kinds of things their elqers do o 
The group wor ker , a second-y ear Bos t on Universi ty 
School of Social Work fiel d work s tudent a t the Jewish Commu-
nity Center, has been meeting wi t h the council~ as ell a s the 
total chapter membership ~ for t he past e i ght months o '!hi s be-
ing the first year that the planni ng counci l has ha d active 
supervision, there are frequent resistances shown toward t h 
adult -advis er who is gradually moving into thei~ circle . 
Observations or GrouE 
'lhe observer made hei' ini tlal contact wl th this group 
through the student group worke~ , who in turn gav~ her per~ 
mission to attend the meetings after having cleared wi th both 
the a gency personnel and council members . The latter were 
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ever ~ after due consideration of her graduat student research 
rolep they made an exception for thi s special cas e o Tnrough 
th group worker" who gave them a bz•:i.ef in te •pre tation of t ho 
research project , the boys em:?hatically stated that 'chis privi-
lege could not be al l owed fo r more "than two or three me tings c 
Fo:, this r&ason the obser ver attende d only thre 3 council ses~· 
s1ons, using h er first vi s it as an or'entation and p reparation 
period for the s.ctual categorizing of r o1. e behaviors dr.lr!ng 
hal' s ubsequent observa.-i:;ion:a of the group., At the prepa:.csatory 
visit the observer was introduc ed to the council members by 
the president, who also expressed his f a lings tha" the group 
should- consider it a cm'ilplimen·c to be sel cted for obs ervation 
for the graduate resea rch projecto Follow1ng the president's 
remarks~ t h e observer t hanked the members for agreein g to 
pa~t- icipate in the study and explained to them s ome of the pro= 
ced~res and purposes of the pro jecto 
Throughout t he three vis i ts (preparatory v i sitp f irst 
observation a.nd second obsez•vation) 9 both the obser1rer and the 
group work r felt that the only time her p1•es ence otablif ar ... 
facted the members w s wh en abusive language was usedo At 
these poln1~~ there was tittering embarrassment on the pa.rt o:f 
the boys as they blushed and at t emp ted to cover up the sl i ps 
of t ongue Although ther is ~ chapter law asa inst us e of 
abusive langmage,· ·'·he g1•ou p worker r emarked that the members 
do not cor1•ect their• obsceni ti<a~s when they slip out du:r•ing 
meetings o Th(:) worker added the. t the :nelmbers ' languag0 was 
noticeably more "polite" during· her pre•sence o Upon his sub"" 
sequent questiontng of a majority of the boys, they vowed that 
once the business meetings had conwenced they had become com-
pletely unaware uf their guest o It should be noted that at 
all times the boys were courteous and fri endly . toward the ob-
server ., engag ng her in light conversation before and e, f te·r 
the three meetingso During the fi rst observatio~ the members 
~ppeared only casually interested in the fact that their guQ t 
was doing some kind or recording. Even during the "good and 
welfare" peli'iod u t t .1e end of~ the rae tiug when she gaVQ the 
boys an opportun1 ty to qu0ry her about t:he instrument ~ ·thera 
were no questlons o During the second obssrva.tiof\ thera was 
again no reaction to her recording of par·ts or the buslness · 
meeting; howev~rP as she was preparing to leave~ the council 
president stopped her in the hall to expr>ass his enthusJ.a.sm 
over t he proposed plan to give the group some feedback on how 
they made decisions ·., 'Ihe observer promised to sond s ome kind 
o! . repo1•t through the g1•oup worker upon completion of the pro-
ject a 
Both t he prepara·tory v5.si t and the f i rs t observation 
were held in ~he same member ' s homeo Despite invitations to 
join the boys in their delibel'"'B. tions arou:nd the dining room 
table , the observer sat in the background!) Tne smallness ot 
' .. 
the room, however, gave her the fealin~g of still being very 
much a part of the group from which she was striving to dG-
tach herself for purposes o1' more objective obs!J)rvatlon., . In 
&dd:J.tion to t he size of the dlning room., othar disturbances 
a.ffectiner the observer's cat>::Jgoriz:!.ng were the UtJ.dis-tingU.i::ih= 
abl e speeches ca used b y the boys ~ gor gi.ng themsal ves on shaoka 
and the host ~ s mother• ~s frequent app(~ar·ances at the dooi .. w2y to 
see if' the boys were in need of any moi•e food or add:!. tional 
light , etc" 'Ihese ware not disturbing :f':>w tors for her during 
the second observation since the meet:tng wa s h eld in a lar ger 
room a t t he Community Center ~ At a l l tlmaa during the three 
meetings the high dEl•gre e of !"ormali:by did not prevent ths boys 
i'rom frequen·i.~ly leaving t he room t o maka phone calls p get 
drlnks of wa:t;ar tit" hiiv·e small caucuses in the hall wh en :tm~ 
port;ant i ssues ,.-u~rc being aire d a l"Ou.nd the table ., 'Ihese b.,;.ief' 
a bsences provided the boys with a. way of channeling some of 
their exuberance a nd aggression that wert:1 suppres~ad by the 
parli sinentar•ian clim.nte o .Although the p:r·esiding o f.:tiee:r, niem= 
bers and g1 .. oup worker accepted the com,.ngs and goings as a 
normal part of a council meeting ~ t ha obs erver r ound them most 
distrac·tingo L Bt but by no means least!) a very real diSl"tlP= 
tion for the observer was the lal"ge amourlts of hor.; t ili ty exud= 
1.ng 1·rom a ma,jority of thcCJ boys as they d .scussed Ol..,d inary 
busines s matters e 
Realizing t;ha·t the c ouncil meetings gensrally l ast 
f:r-om two to three hours~ in ordor t o cont1•ol her fatigue tho 
observer decided to bres.lr each or her two categorizing ses-
sions into two periods of approximately thirty minutes ach~ 
d~pendent upon appr-oprie. te closure po:tnts o The group vmrka1• 
had agreed beforehand to process recor•d the ce. tegol'•izad parts 
of the m.ea tlngs to be used i.n whatever way the l"esearch t@am 
saw f1-t o 
In an attempt to try for a fair sampling ~ the ob erver 
categorized parts of both the old and new business sections 
during the fil .. st and second observatiok'lS o Dur:lng the firat 
observation the old business matters roviewe d and categoriz-ed 
w r": problems affecting chapter socials:: qu.es tion o:l the May 
fo rmal dance being clos<§d or open to ncm- member.J , and pJ.ans 
ror the s.ale of advertis:ing space in ·\;h e chapter> 1 :iJ annual 
jou:rnal o The categorized portion o f' the new business included: 
discussion of suspension of a delinquent m.omber !l discussion of 
arranging socials for y ounger members~ a request £rom the 
group workel .. for suggestions to bring up at the ~ ge:ncy nAll 
Youth Committee" me ting~ a.nd d1scuse10l!.l of: a new procedure 
for dlspos1 tion or contract lett rs ., A'G the saoond observa-
tion the categorizing was done during the diacusaion of the 
following old business items: int~rpretation by different mem-
bers of the t arms "point of ord(;;lr" and 1~point o.f clarif'ication,'' 
discussion of a memorial for the founder• of the chapter~ and 
discussion about the formal dance being closed or open to 
i·· . 
'" ·" 
nan-members. The new business included: discussion of a Memorial Day 
wreath for the founder 1 s grave and proce dures for handling problem 
members o 
The observer found the L"1strument relatively easy to administer, 
possibly because of her familiarity with using it, and possibly because 
of the strict enforcement of Roberts' Rules, which slowed down the pace 
of verbal contributions. These factors, plus the fairly lengthy indiv-
idual speeches made it possible for the ob server not only to categorize 
easily but even to catch many of the subjective meanings of the discus""' 
sion content . Althoueh there uere eleven officers present at the first 
observation and ten at the second, the schedule of background data on 
the group, filled out in consultation l~ith the group worker, and the 
informal talks with the boys during the preparatory visit had given the 
observer enough familiarity wit h the group life to be able to distinguish 
between j_ndividua.l members .. Without t his kind of acquaintance with the 
tn9mbers, the writer feels she 'tvould not have been _able to use the instru-
ment effectively . 
In relation to the project 8 s hypot heses, a statistical 
analysis of the t wo observation experiences produced the following 
results . . (See "I>feasures for Group Observation," pp. 75-78 o) With the 
first hypothesis proposing that a group is more mature the larger the 
b ha · to self- oriented behavior, it is ratio of group-oriented role e nor 
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of self-oriented behavior was considerably important to note that the percentage 
h"" gher a't the 2 econd obs e l"" 1a tion. than e. t; the f h•s t o Wit"'_ t "J.e 
worlH;r included in t h e samp l e p 93 p er cent of Gz•oup II ~ e be= 
havlor r.ras pr oup-or iented in the .firJSt oba erv a t ion, and 83 pal, 
cont in the s e con d" When th~ worker i s not ineludsd li'l th · 
computa tions : at the first obaer ation 91 per C3nt o~ the 
gzooup'~ s beha\rlor was gt .. oup-orientad, a n.d at the second 81 pu• 
@ti!lt .Yet s group ·or ientedc Both t :lljeg a.pproxima.taly one third 
of t he members p erformed n·arly fi f ty per cont of the self= 
or~ented behavior . 
In t h e second h.ypo"thes1s J.t is e.sswnad that a group is 
more ma ture the gr0ater the dietri1':rut1 r;~ of the ~gta]._..&!:.QYJ? 1!:.i 
behavior over all role categories t and the l es sEn:> t h e con 
centration in certain specific role categ~r!oan At both 6b-
servations., '."ihen the wo:t"kar i t~ included 1 the c: alcul~t'-.ons 
there was some beha vior shown in each of the categories., Even 
wh an the worker is exclu ded, at t he first observation there 
was some bshavl or in each category ; however, at the seeond ob-· 
eerv·ation there \~as one cat egory in v:ihich no behavior uppes.l'"edo 
W1 th the worker included r 85 par cent of the 1.,.ole bah.a.vior Jas 
task b eh a v iow a t 'the first obse:t"vation a n d 57 p x- cemt of this 
wms c oncentr ated ili the info1""Ma tlonal c~.tegorics ,, A"t; thE'J sa= 
c ond obs erv-ation, 65 per· cenG of the rol e b eh avlol ... was t~-a ~r 
behavi or with 58 per c ent appearing ln the i n f ormatior1al cats-
gori eso The r easo_s 1'or the decr ease in task behnvi r with 
the percentage of i nforma t:i.onal r oles r ema i n:t np, essentially 
the SP..me as at the first obs 'rva:t_on are not clearo Wi t h out 
the worker the proportion of task behavior increas ed~ although 
t he pet~centa.ge within this of inf'ormatione.l task behe.viol.:.s in,.; 
creased by onl y one per c ent a.t t he f'irst observation and re=· 
mained the s ame at the second c. 
In t he thll .. d hypothes i s t he conc~orn iB with the spread 
of role beha vior f or ind1 vi duals within the group , 'l'he hypo., 
t hesis 5tatws that a r:roup i s rnor@ me..turfJ the greater t he dis-
tribution of each ~erus rol e b!h!!ior ov~r all role cate= 
gorie s i> '!he average number of r•c.1l e categories in which n o bel"" 
havior occurred when the w orke:~:.• t7as inclt:s.d'.;.d in the c lcul a.,., 
tiona at the first obs ervation w~a 5~2~ and at the second 5 o~o 
Without; the WOl"k e:r at ·i;ha first obsar'V3.t ion the computa tion 
was 5 ., 5, and at the s econd 5.,7 ;; The unbe.lanced pal"'ticipation 
by the members 1a ~;hewn on the graph ( tH1e p o 159 ) I t is in= 
teresting that at both oba er~ticma the g~_ .. oup worlter t s par-·ti= 
oipation remainC3d the eama ii 
The f'ourth hypo 'chesis st"'·caf.s that the group is more 
matur0 the larget• t;he ratio of' member, enactsd roles to work er= 
enacted roles~ Both tim s m~,m~ rs pf., r:fo. - 11 ~. 88 per cent 
oX 11 · tho · 1-.ole bah viors !J 
Duri ng the first post-me .. lting interview wit'h 'the 
group worker•, the observer saw the hostile overtones of' the 
meeting in rtew perEJpecti·ve when he dlsclosed one of hls goals 
in workinf; with the council as being that ox"' enabling the boys 
to relieve their lEtrge a mounts oi.'. hostili tyr rivalry,, anxiet~y 
and gull t feelings toward each otltlel.. and the a dul t t:ldVi s G:r> 
du.ring their businr.3ss sessions ., He was 11opofu.l ·ths.t the 10 , 
.. 
portunltles !'or catha r sis at the counc i l meetings wou.ll.d pr e ..-. 
vent , Ol" at leas t di lute, host:i.le ru1d negat:t v r.D fee l:.ngs f'r ona 
bain8 carried into the larger membership act!vit:loa of the 
chapter .. 'l'he workor'a aecond goal was expressed aa being th.!.> t 
or helping the membe r s to face and acc~pt their f~aterni ty~ 
type res ponsibili tics ·toward one anotha:x:• a~ they ~)l.a:nned 0 
worked and sociali zed togGthero-. At the time of t . .b.~ aec ond 
pos t-meeting interview, the group· ,;...-orkGr stated that i n add:l= 
tion to the above goals he had hoped to h elp the members ba = 
come somewhat more reality orian·ced in te1•ms of just what the 
group had been able to accomplish during the year o 
After both observa.-jjions the work®l'.' :~:•a tad the group !Is 
"social maturity in decision=making situations" to be some= 
where "in betweenn mature and immature" He based his rating 
on the f'oll owing cri ter1a : group members' hoa tili ty r' pr~occu= 
pat1on with their own needs , and unawareness of neede of 
others,; memb ers e convictions that the mel"'e use of parliamen= 
tary procedurG is enough to guarantes resolution of problems 
and conflic t s; group ' s attempts to initie.te sophisticated 
chapter and community proj ec"ts which, ho·v-tTever ., f':t-.equently turn 
into f:J.e.scog because of the membez•s ~ ina.bili ty to fol l ow 
t h rough on t heir taskl'i due to theii• age and inexperierlC(-;) ., 
The observer 0s own i mpression and rating of the group~ 
level of rn.atur1 ty was similar to that of' the gr•onp WO:i"ka:t ,. 
stitut es a mature group entered i n : infor-mal and permissive 
atmosphere# contro,rersial ieaues being explor®c1 'lvi thout an.t a g= 
onistic r eac t ions j) each member perfolOO}ning various l"'Olaa as 
needed by t h e group (o og o, clal .. :U.•ying, h::.t rmon:t.zing, s tmnnari= 
zing$ etc o) , group pr oviding opportuni t y a nd encouragement to 
f'ull membe:t"s hip p~L~ M.c:tpat :J.on B sharl ng of man.y 1 eetc1ership 
.func tions .o etc o 
pis cu s s 1..£>.!! 
It should be added t ha·t the w·I•i tor 11 s professional ex= 
periance a.s a group worker often hindet"ed h~.n· p el"'fo:rm.anc a as a 
research obaerver as she stru.ggled not to become mor<EJ in\Tolvcd 
with the discussioil con tent and group procass th&l'l . ith th. 
-- I 
ca.t~gorizir.J g t sk o:t. hand ., This was es p ecially dif!'icul t f or 
h er during t he times' when cn .f:t.'erent of!'ic3~t-S WEll'S m3.Gus1ng 
their authority poai tiorus ( e og ,. ~ making threa·tsning e..."ld/or 
satis.faction with thair :r;nrticulc~r jobs might br ee.k ·bhrough 
into overt eenfl1.e'\<;}., Other timt'JS th£"t t the observer was par"" 
ticula.rly cons cioufil oi' being more involved with the group 
bers were desp el"ately vying for the leadershl.p role o Since 
the observer ~'Jas unable to categorize role b<Sb.av:tors f.'o r tho 
cie.l happen.ings wor.J not racorded ln e:!. ther the~ obs · r ~at ion 
instrument or the p1 .. ocess record~ Without; an impl .. e;ssi.oni :3 t ic 
narrative ace ·unt such as th..1.s , the t l''1HJ quality and teelj.n.g 
ton e of the o rere.ll meeting vJOuld not bo accure.·te1y re:flect~Hio 
Although quanti ta ti ve aspec'lis of r ole pa.r·i;ic1pa tion 
oe.n be measurad by 'the observation. inEJti"l.lment , the writer 
feels that the qual1 t;y of the membe;:ra ~ pa!'ticipa t:l.on is no ·i; 
captured by tb.is metl:od o 'Ihis wae her major conce:.c•n as ... ha 
round herself fo r ced to categorize l1ostil0 partic:pation as a 
task or mainte ance function rathGr than aolf-oj_ ient~d 'behav= 
!or bscausa of it pertinence to the su.bj set matte:r•o Still 
she is strongly convi!lcad that ths members' concer-n with thelr 
owa individual power a.n.d st tus would very definitely not be 
c onsidered mature group behaviol .. o In sum, :1 t is ·the writer 1 
/ 
op inion the. t it; i.s a moot question as to wh~ the:t., both que.J.crti ty 
and quality can Ol" should be measu:r.•ed by t h e sa.m.e inB trument ,. 
She is convincod that 'both aapects must be studied and evalu-
ated before any kind of "social maturity" r.t;ing can be given 
to a specific group e 
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l'iiUI'Ch 5 n l'~ !") f:. 
Number of items ir.. category k.J.§ ... Lee..ye thes e out of all follow 
ing calculation. c 
HYPOTHESIS I 
l o Total role behaviors : sur11 of items a i 
Total all behaviors : sum of items a - ;J 
Per cent of all behaviors that are role 
beha ~,J'iors : _{J!;];lm_€.~ :1) x 100 
tsum e.-jr 
Wi th 
Wo~C'k~ 
239 
257 
V1:1. thcmt 
WoJ. kei• 
..... _.__~~ 
210 
228 
9 r::( .j!J 
2o Is self- riented behavior ( j) co::.tcontrated in one or a few 
members? Describa o 
4 out of 11 members had over 50% of (j) :t ·est of' self'-
oriented behavior ca tegoJ•ized in nall" category o) None 
categorlzed for workere 
HYPOTHESIS II 
1 , Number• o·"' ro_e ca t0gories ( s - i) ln which 
no items occur 
2o Total tank role b eha.vio:r•s: ~nw of items a .. ·e 
To tal all role behavior~: aum items a.- i 
Per c a n t of all r ole behaviors that are 
task behaviors: (sum a ... e i 1 00 (sum a-fT x 
3o Total "informational" role behaviors : 
sum b-e 
'l'otal tas k role behaviors: sum a - e 
Per cent of task role b ehaviol .. s that is 
"informational": sum b-e) 
sum a ... ,;y X 100 
With 
!'2..r£.2r: 
() 
'a02 
239 
115 
202 
57% 
HYPO'IHr:;SIS I II (omit behaviors i n nallt' category) 
Wi~::;hout 
Wol~ke' 
- -
0 
180 
210 
86~ 
104 
180 
58% 
1.., Number or 
occurred '-
r ole categories { s.- :.) ln which no behav-ior it· ms 
Givo separately for each member and for worker , · 
W 1 
- -
~ !1 ~ §. .2 1 .§. £. !Q. ll 
2 2 2 5 5 4 6 4 7 8 9 9 
G.ROU? r:; = FIRS T HEETili "'-
21) Average .. :rumber of' •ole categories in ,~hicb. no b -: ... :?.vior 
1 tems occu:rrGd 
HYPOTH .!<.;SIS IV 
Total role behaviors of all members :i_n all categor.' es: 
sum of it ems a-i 210 
To te.l r ol e behavio!'s of worker in all ca. ·i-;ego loa: 
swn of items a-i 29 
Pe1~ cent of all role beha.vior·s p erformed by memb r s : 
+sum ol-irl2i~~=~~5~s-e~;iand-\rm.dr~n·} - 100 88~ 
GROUP :::: 
SECO:~m MEE'r!NG 
GO r1 I H JT :'Q 
.i\pi>l l 5 f) i 959 
(~a. t Gg;ur y k <-; Loave these ou ·:... cf 
· ~ing ce.lcm.le.tionEfo 
all follow 
Hx""PO'I'HbS IS I 
lo Tote.-~ r ole heha.v1.ore.: sum of i t ems s_.,, :1_ 
Total all beha.v :lops : fn.ml of :tt "'nw a··j 
Per cent Jf all behnviore that ere role 
bEJha v~.ors: {sum a- i ) rsum. a~j·f X J.QQ 
f(J :~.. ·t;} .. 
~:~r~ 
1J)9 
~.31 
Wltho·::it 
l.J!o£: . .-.~~-· 
9 
' 18 
2o I s eel.f~·OI' :lent ea beha·vi or ( j) conce _t ra ted ~-::-~ one O "<"> f few 
memb e:r•s? Descr:...be ., 
2 ou t of' 10 membe~t' .:. had almost; h alf of ( j); o v er• a. 
third of self-oriented b0havior ca·l:;og<:n"'i zed u.nd .. n• "~:~lJ.u 
HYPO'rHES IS I:r.: 
1., Numbe·r of rol e ce.tegor:ies (e.-i) in v1hicb. 
no items ccur 
2o •rote.l task rol e beha. ·~or:i. Ol"S: sum of items a.--e 
Total all l"ol e behaviors: su..rn · t;em.a · ·· i 
Psr cent f all r ole b eha"~Ji ors tr.ta t are 
task beh~:l vlors: ( ~~~l, x lJO 
1sP.m a-:'i.) 
O'o Tot&l n inforn'lB.t i nal" pole behaviors : 
suru b·)c 
Total t a sk role behaviors: s~m a - a 
Per cent of tas k role b ehiviors that is 
"in for·:.11ational": ( sum b-e) 
(sum a-01 x 
HYPOTH.wSIS III 
1 .. Numb er o-f r ole categor::.es (a- i ) i n 
100 
which n o 
o ccurre d., G:lve SElpara tely :for ea.ch ~embe:c• 
w 1 12 2 l;:s r-1 11 8 A. £ 
-· - - - -
....... 
- -
.;a 
2 l 6 ~ ? 9 9 5 -'.l: 9 
With Wltholit 
!s)=t:~~;r. ~~~ 
0 l 
'71 
109 
All 
'11 
58 % 
6£ 
96 
38 
65 
58~ 
beha·vior i tems 
a nd fOJ:' woY•kero 
14 
"' ZC"O 
3 
GHOUP II <» SECOND MEETING 
2 o Avel"age nu.mhe! ... of' role ca.teeorles in which no beha~Ti o:r 
items o ~ cur·r .. ed 
HYFO'I'H.GSIS IV 
Total r ol e behe.vior Ei of all members in all c a tegorieE: 
su:n of i terns a-i 96 
Tot al role behaviors of worl{er ln. e.11 ca:J;.;g o::::'ies: 
su!n of' i tems a -:!. 13 
Per cent of all rvle behaviors performed bv :memhers ~ ~-m.Q~~~L¥J.·~t~----~--f :: _oo ss;t 
tsUJn of' a ll a- i :o members n d wo:r>ker.l 
CHA~TER IV' 
GROUP III 
by Al f'x• d Br·own 
G·ro lP III was a co·= ad ta~S:n.,ag~ c ounci l ot" a J 0wh h 
Communlty C~nter ., T'ae g:t<toup is loc a ted j'u 3t outaido o f' Boston 
in a lower m5 ddl e~ .;~e nom1 • ... area a 'lb.e neig1·J.boz-hood :Ls qu i t e 
diversifi ed s inc€'1 ''tis in n univ r s ity ci ty with many n "w 
renidents arr i vl ng P.nd leaving yo.: l y .. All memb r s of t h1s 
CouncL. a re \J GW:.. fi h iJhos pa ent ... ur a r ant1. ~g le.rg~ !lpartmento o 
Few are home- ovmors ., ?7nere has-, bao.. a g.t:?a d.u a. l shi f t of ·th 
Jowish popula tion tt) n Jal"'by surrounding h i gl"ler- soci.o= ~Se o:'lomie 
areas uhGi"'S ·they tend ~;o become home ovma1~~~ o Over a period o ··" 
time thel'G h a s be an u . generc.:.l dec:re&'' e i n the siz e o f the 
t ea -age popul ."t io~1 , never le.rga t;o begin v!i t h o Al l m.em:bars 
of t his Council .lt..,"C~nd high schO(;)l through the ·iivmlf'th g:radeo 
'!he boye tend to go on to college} ~ this l m no ·, pt•$dom1nantly 
t1n.1e of' the girlB" 
'!he Council is compo 'ed o :r ropres (F)i.'lta ti·vs.. t r-mn all 
teen··age groups in the a.gency, 1rh.e1•e 8!'e _.ew (appl o.xim tal y 
tlw ·e) s u ch g::."oups 1n the agency ,. Usuall ea~h grcup elects 
;r_ c,,-.!.'~1:"".~.~·-.•'. ~f,J' "'." .• r.'. f',-' .. •'-"-",·." .. -_~_,_ .... __·~ ·"',·.--.-~-- .·~- --~· · ;.·· ...,,~¥':: ... -'7·:.;)~·,·~~ o·~ ~: . . -:·1'"'$ .r:: ,.,,ro, ""'~"- " _,~ .. ·.~·.r.::~ '\ ~· ·;-.,-,·r,-..-. .--..r-:-·,·r:.Jl; ~ . .. <.£ ',_. _ '""'- t.\. ,._\._ ~ ,_~- ._ ·- i"-t~~,P/'. [!,..,.~II' ••. J~•c.•'•;j ' .~. l:. ,!,.. ~ ......... , :'..,<;;,•·'-~-~;,:~~ '':,_, >..1~-.,~ 1; ,) \:;..·,.~,r.._·.;,.,•",t..J ,;'.o ,- "rj!. 
fr: l"l.U • .,_ V ··;, 
· tt,cn• the :pr , · ide·. ·· 
~i~ponsibil:lti f ; p erhaps boyoncl tho:_r ''apacity o I::1 su h e. camo 
'Ji.:..i M .e to ::hal'S o 
rp: _(I 1. ad ;r::; p • slder.d;. ., . ·ice pr )qident ' e uC ·o j d}. ) 
i ,,. 
..... ; .. ,. t-he vs.riotw g:r•ouptl ea. ·.h ye:l!' :~.t r.h •. B ·;:..m- ~ 
~eel :ngs tovt s:. l"da the Counc ·i~ l al th ugh t h.ts may n.o t ' 3 t; ... 'l.A. of 
~uay :d:; -~ ~lnw >:J · · ·· c t;hes t) nwmbo s 1::1. L ~onf .. ~t oi' J.oya:!.t. s c. 
~n . merr.b : •.,hip o:? the Cmmoil is com.JG"3 E. d o _ •;' E· p or oan i; boy 
ing popula~ity, t c ~ 
~.,? ~ -· 
.,; ...... "'·.,! 
oba 6l'Ve ·· was able to da ter .nlne th.a t a th .u gh 1 .te _. · ·~ n •l . 
at times quite rapid and voluminous , cat ~g izatlon waa 
ible " F'ol.lowing this meeting j the wol:'ker a t ri aed the IH ' Ji ~ 
d nt of t he group that the obse ·ver would be \& tegorizlng ~..t.L 
n5.xt meeting to learn more about the gr< up ,, 
fl,ro t . Qbs er ve. tion 
Categorizations were done i n thr ee pe io ds ~, each a 
hal! hour in length , F'ive minute r est periods ware taken b 
tween each hal f hour ., 'lbese periods occurred because of t h · 
obaerver gs need to r est and not in relation t o a pause or 
slowing in the interaction of the group ... At thi s first s ea= 
aion ~ the observer was not able to f oll ow the c ontent of the 
discussions or dec isions 'Ihe fo l lowing f ac tors existe d dur= 
ing the categorization periods : 1) the group was making many 
dec is ions (approximately ten) ; 2) 1nte· action was rap i d and 
statements seemed to be short ; and 3 ) the observer was depend= 
ent upon the observation instr-ument to determine the r ole be= 
havior item~ ., 
During a lull in the interaction one girl in particu = 
lar would confirm after each remark whether the observer had 
recorded or checked " Often shew ould ask 9 "Did you get t hat 
one?" The observer noticed that if h e r a ised his eyes .from 
the schedule or observati on instrument or if he fol low d the 
inter action by either moving h i s h ead or eyes , a r ea c tion from 
at least one member would occur o These reactions (such as a 
smile , a wink, etco) were not categorizedo The girl 's in= 
at:ru.ctions to the observer, however, were categorizedo 
The results of categorizing are given below as they 
bear on each or the hypotheses (see the accompanying "~easure 
tor Group Observations" PP o 95-98): 
Hypothesis I: A group is more mature the larger the ratio of 
group oriented role behav+oro For the ninety minute categor1= 
aation period10 551 or a total of 622 items were role behavior 
items o The group appeared to be high in the ratio ot role be~ 
havior to self oriented behavior, 88o6 per cent when tabulated 
with the workero We find some decreas in the percentage of 
role behavior (84o5 per cent) and thus an increase 1n self~ 
oriented behavior without the worker6 Three of the members 
tended to pls7 more self-oriented roles than other members 
(198 15, 10 items or a total or 70 self-oriented items)~ '!he 
rest of the members had a range from three to six items with 
the worker having noneo The highest scorer or self-oriented 
behavior was the g1rl ' who cons istentl7 reminded the observer 
to categorize any remark she had made (such remindars were 
categorized as self- oriented behavior ) o The next highest 
scorer had dlf'ficulty in expressing himself and was of'ten 
helped by the workero He of'ten carri ed on conve:Psations with 
the third highest scorer who eat oeside himo 
Hypothesis II: A group is more mature the greater the 
0 
distribution or the total group ' s rol e behavior over all rol ~ 
categories , and the lesser the concentration in certain spec1-
tic role categories (especially in "task" and "informational" 
role ) o All the roles were played by the group in this sea~ 
siono A large majority of the roles played were "task" roles 
(82 per cent) rather than maintenance both with and without 
the worker. When, howwver, we determine what proportion of 
theae taak r oles were ot the "informational" categories , we 
find that 73 per cent were informational with the worker and 
81 per cent without the worker . This indicates that the work-
er played other task roles than "informational" to a greater 
extent than did the group members . Eighteen per cent of all 
the r oles played were maintenance . 
Hypothesis III: A group is more mature the greater the distri~ 
bution of each member ' s role behavior over all role ca tegor1eso 
On an average members played all but three roles it we do not 
include the worker in the average; that is , the group members 
each played an average ot six roles (there being a total of 
nine rolea) o With the worker the average increased to six and 
one halt indicating that the worker who tended to play all the 
roles attected this average . This average may be distorted by 
the fact that approximately three members did not remain the 
entire meeting (one member lett a few minutes after the meet~ 
ing started) . 
ypothesis IV: A group i s more mature the larger the ratio ot 
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member~enacted roles to worker-enacted roles o The work0r 
played approximately 32 per cent of all the role btr~haviors o 
There appearsd to be an acceptance by the group of a depend~ 
ence upon the worker to clarify and focus their discussionso 
Second Observation 
Categorization was done in one period lasting one full 
hour (the first hour of th(;} meeting)o The meeting continued 
unobserved and uncategor!zed for the remaining one and a halr 
hour o The observer was more familiar with the categories and 
was able to concentrate bstter on the content of the meetingo 
As the girls were serving as volunteer waitresses at a Board 
supper~ they were not able to attend this meeting in its en= 
tirety at the beginn.ing.. They often "dropped inss betw on 
courses for a brief stayc The obseh~&r sat in the same seat 
outside the circle Which was around the tableo When individG 
uals asked again the reason for the obearver ' s presence 0 the 
worker explained a social work atudent'a thesis requirementa 
and indicated that the observer was working on his thesiso A 
period of rourteen days had elapsed between meetingsc On tno 
whole the observation measures remained relatively constanto 
The length of time categorized did not seem to influence to 
any degree the percentages or averages<> 
The results of this second session a.re reported below: 
Hypothesis I o In comparison to the first session$ there was a 
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deore~~ing percentage of role behaviors, both with and without 
/ 
the w·orker, and an increase of self-oriented role behavior or 
3-4 per cento 
Hypothesis IIo Thers was an increase of from 4-6 per cent of 
the percentage of role behavior that concentrated in task 
roleso However, less or these task roles were in the ~1nfor= 
mational" categories (approximately 8 per cent less) 0 both 
with and without work r o 'lhis indicates that a somewhat 
greater variety of roles within the task categories of roles 
playe ~ GCOD~ ·. e ·S1Gno 
Hypothesis IIIo Thj.s last statement is borne out in that the 
average number of roles that were not played tended to de("' 
crease slightly a decrease or one half of one per cant o 
Hypothesis IVa At this session the membGrs played a slightiy 
larger percentage of the total number of role behavior itms 
(4o5 per cent increase)o 
First Ses ion 
l) Nature and Content of t he Decisions: Ten decisions ere 
·. ' . 
madeo These included the decision t o plan a program for the 
inter-center day and to decide the charges for that dayo The 
group decided to call for a committee-reporto A decision that 
had earlier been discussed but not made was arrived at 
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regarding attendance of non-members at lounge programso Th~ 
group also decided to allow mem'bers to invite their dates to 
the loung0 program providing tho names were first indicated 
to the Council so that they would be admittsdeo As the g~-oup 
was planning an inter-center day it decided that they would 
hold no lounge program the following week. The boys decided 
they VIOUld like a camping trip ., The girls decided they would 
like to go on this camping trip o It was decided that lettera 
would be sent to delinquent membership-registration fee mem-
bers who at·tended the lounge progrrunt) All these discussions 
and decisions were judged by the worker to be relevant to 
this Council and to be mature and realistic for this group to 
discuss .. 
2) Evaluation of Role Behavior in these Decisions : 1he work= 
er r0ported that she felt the group was enthusiastic in reach= 
ing tbeir decisions with almost all the memb~rs being involved 
'lhe worker emphatically stated that she felt that meny had mad® 
some contribution to the discussions, It was felt that as. a 
result of a successful program the preceding week there was a 
"group or we" feeling and that there was no preoccu~ation by 
individuals with their own needs to an extent that would ip-
terfere with the group procesaeso The worker relt that the 
group memb~rs and the of f i cers had examined as many al terna= 
tives as was poas:J.bla . The observer felt that the worker 
prodded the group and oft~m bJ."OUght issues before the grot.:tp to 
sa 
e.Aamine_, 
The worker indicated that there emed to ba ~1no tak , 
ing o£ sid ~" excep·t in the case when the presi.de __ t sugg0ated 
a. boys ~. camping trip s. t which point the gir•ltl indica. ted tha t 
tbey would like to participe.te. '!his was mGt with z>Gady a.e= 
r;t::pta.nce by the boys " Althou.p:h the work€)1 .. indic€-lted ·chat 
everyone was a. llovJed t;o sxprr:>ss thGnnsel v~e fully fl she i'ut•thol, 
indicated t ha t oft~mtimes an individual tt1lgh.t not axpl"ess him= 
self well 01 .. tha.t the in.div:?.dual 'f s idoae might r.Je poorly e:n:= 
press d, in which case she relt she had to help ~ ~1e 30~ker 
lndiaat · d that she had stated ru"ld brought t-;o bear agency and 
group policies on decisions o Such statements she felt had ax= 
pedited decision makingo She had also stated that 5ha had in-
itiated naw ruies and procedw. .. es and that thsss e.l:;ao had "tend-
ed ·to expedite the decision~making .. 
3) Compar-ison of Role B0havior in thee~ Deci~iona with Pre~i= 
ou ol"' Usu l Role Behavior: 'lb.e v.rorkex- .f@lf; ·t;he.t the group h ad 
found it easier in its process of reaching d~eisions at this 
meeting than usual. She felt that this was d~a to tha ract 
that sha har-~el~ was functioning at her best~ that the group 
had done more careful thinking than usual; that the Pl"es~nc® 
of a new membel'• tended to s tim-u.let .... the g:t:>ou.p !t e. nd that there 
weZ>e mord conc ..~.·ete p robl€1ms t;o wor .. on l) She felt; that the 
group was usually enthus le.stic in ma1dng dec:tslons ., rrh.e -~·mz>k­
er felt that she playod a mor-e active role only becau e th 
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r;~eeting h ad b eon longer them usus.l 0 thus st1e ha d had t;o woL"ll: 
- ~ 
am.011gs t t }le members ., 
el" indics:t<ad the. t x"eports would be requested the next 1.'lH:)et~;; to 
bili ti~s would be f ollowed. tlp by the 1i';orke:t:> and of.f'ieers of 
fully think out futuro activities and to handle c~J.:>t~dn PV()b-.o • 
t.ha:i; they woul d pur•cha~:a a gift .for the adult leadtaE~ who ErU= 
p ervieed their Sunday Pl"'ogram in celebl>&"t:lon o1> his ne.iT born 
child o ~be date for a bazaar was set and e d~eieion to run a 
Purim CS!.l'"'ni val booth was tne.d® with a committe® e. ppointefl ., Tn.o 
g:t .. oup de;t;epzuined that they would make ·che baza~l.!' a .fe.mily ... p:t:•o= 
gl"arn and would need baby-:si tters ., 'lhe grm .. '!.p nl~.;o decidtad t hs.t 
on the Purim Car•nival day, Lounge would be held one hour le.tel"' 
Once arr,a.i n the WOl"ker .felt the.t the decisions wer>e mature and 
realistic as well as approp!:•1at;@ for this group to be d:1scu.Sis= 
in g ., 
2) E.va.luation of Role BE:;b.avior in. 'thests Decisiol'lS: The ~V"orkel"' 
felt that the g roup waa matter=of-fact in the1~ attemp ts to 
X>each decisions at th:ts mse'ting,. Sh.e f'slt that m.any were ~ n= 
vol V13d. and that many had mad@ some contribu:tion., 'l'h.e work~~ 
f 1 t that at this meet Rlg she helped them to e;,a.min~ the ale, 
·jjerna t;::. well3 and the:t a~ m.an-sr as pos~ible we:!."e ones a gain exl!'Jn= 
inec1o At thie m:ee tlngi? hOYi1\'JV®r> 0 she seemed ~co reel that; some 
members of the group !Gl"IFJ p:t-"'eoccup:led wi·i.ih the:h .. OVJl'l ne!f.)ds .. 
.tllthoue-;.h the~.,e was no 'Lts.k:tng of s i de~" while the catec:·oJ::,.i.zer 
w.aa present, aome indlcation.s were giv~rn the:c thera had been 
something lil!e this later.. On.oe e.gain the WOl"ker .f'el t she had 
played a role in help in~ members i;o exp:r•ess themBel ves to the 
.fullest.. She indicated "tha~c .:Jhe had been do~.ng this .. or th0 
younger members" Unlik.a the last me etin g , no established 
rules or procedur es ware brought to bear in influencing de= 
cisions or t h eir procGsses nor wer e any new ones suggested o 
3) Comparison of Role Behavior in thes e Decisions with Prev= 
ious or Usual Hole Behavior: Where before the worker had 
thought they had reached decisionr3 more easily ths.n usual~ a ·t 
t his session she r a ·ted the group average and indicated that 
they pe~formed as they a lways do o She indicated ~~rther that 
sometimes the ~roup was enthusiastic and somet i mes matter=of= 
fact ., She ha d to play an active ~ole o Many responsibili ties 
wer as sumed by many members in the usue.l coop erative mannez•., 
4) Subsequent Behavior· Relevant to thes e Decisions : Two de ... 
cisions would have to be rehashed in the future with greater 
t hinking through on the bazaar and t he baby=sitting service ., 
She thour.,ht 't;ha t she might do this directly with the chairmen 
of the con~itte es. hoping t ha t they would carry this back to 
the groupo This was also to be foll owed up by the presidento 
As per a gency pol icy , she planned to check ·with the direct or 
to clear a date for the bazaar o Once again ther e had been. 
some positive remarks and some i ndications t hat members had 
thought the meeting was too long o 
The w orker ~s goals for this meeting were: 1) to h elp 
them plan the bazaar; 2) to think through maki ng decis ions on 
the basis of what they had learned the last year; 3) to pr = 
vent repeating mi stakes of last year; 4} to h~lp t hose members 
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that were rGady to as sume those r es ponsible posi t:tons they 
were ready f<:>r; and 5) to thiP..k by z•eason, no t emo tion., 
'rhe obs erver found that t h e instrument w€ts usuable and 
'thezoe were relatively few statements of i n t rac t i ons that; 
could not be recorded or categorlzedo At the first s ession 
ther·e were 25 out of a possible 65? 1 tems t hat were clas sii'ied · 
as i ndeterminate and 17 ou ·c of a possible 563 items at th s~ 
cond sessiono Most "indetex-iuina.t• f1 remarks we1 .. e those unheard 
by t he observer or those occut .. z>lng too rapidly fo1 .. the obs er·v., · 
ar to dtrtermi ne the categol .. Yo The observer felt that the 
greater the :ramiliari ty with the inst~umentr; the greater the 
fac ili ty in its usa. As facility increased and as the observ-
er bec ame mo::t."e. comforta ble with t.c'le instr-..J.men·c , he ra.s able to· 
focus to a g:--eater• extent on the c ontent of the meeting .. The 
pos s ibility exists the.t as this ability to use t he in.s t r umen.t 
is achieved and an obs er~er is better able to focus on con-ban·~ · 
the obsBrver~ himself might also be able to I•ank or rate t he 
group accord:lng to his impressionistic judgment.... Wha t lla!}l?0$1= 
a1ons ·the ct'b~ r-:, l~V®!&' did n avifi, in these meetings usually concur., 
red with the worker ' s ratings ,. 
FatitSUe becomes appa l"e!l:t after pe :;.:iod~r of approx!:, 
ma tely thirty minut~s ( this mig.."'lt vary with the obse!'ver h A·t 
such points errors in cat0gorizatlons may occuro It mi ght 
also be pointed out that sessions usually occur in the late 
evening after an observer has spent a full work~day o 
In the application of the questioP~aire, the observer 
believed th.a t the workal'• was dependent upon him to clarify her 
statements and of·ten sought to have the observe7i~ answer the 
questions for her o The worker felt thm t many of th€i ques ·tlons 
were ludicrous and particularly wh9n she f@lt it difficult to 
answer a question or to find the phrase she desired in o~der 
t o formulate an ans~~ero However , though the question might b 
attacked or considered foolishs the worker would seem pleased 
when the answer was formulatedo There were many attempts to 
saek t he observer's opinions of the group and the worker ,. 
Positiv opinions by the obse~ver w~r expressed upon the com= 
pletion of the questionnaires The observer generally felt 
that the questionnaire had help13d the worker to express many 
of her feelings &bout the group and her work Q 
The observer feels that the use of this observation 
1nstlTUment has stimulated him to furth!!r questioning regarding 
role-behavior in groups that he works with . It has raised 
questions that may be usefully pursued · regarding the ratio of 
group-maint enance roles t o taak=oriented roles in his groups• 
his own patterns of role-behavior , etco, in his own work with 
groups ~ 
MEASURES FOR GROUP OBSERVATIO-<~S GROUP III 
li'IR.ST MhE:~J.liNG 
9 0 MINUTES 
March 5 .: 1959 
Number of :items in category k25 Leave these out of all follow-
- ing calculations t> 
HYPOTHESIS I 
lc Total rol e behaviors : s1 .. :un of items a=i 
Total all behaviors: sum. of' 1 terns a - ,j 
Per cent of all behaviors that ~r0 role 
behaviors : J sunL,~.::.iH· x 100 (sum a-j 
With 
Worker 
-551-
622 
Without 
Wol .. k er 
--377~ 
448 
2 o Is s elf'~oriented behavic1r ( j) concen"tra t.ad in one or a f'ew 
members? Descr:lbe ,. 
3 out of 10 ra1~ked hiBh t~ scoring Worker scored 0 
Member # l scored 3 ,. #2 - 5 , ~;3 - 19 11 # 4-15=- //5 - lO t) # 6 .. ~:S :t 
#7 e 4 , #8 - 2 D #9 - 6 , #10 = 3 
HYPOTHESIS I I 
1 .. .Number of role categor ies (a- 1) in which 
no items occur 
With 
!9.~ 
0 
2 .. Total task role behaviors: sum of items a-e 456 
Total all role behaviors: sum items a-i 551 
Per cent of all role behaviors that are 
task behaviors: (sum a - e x 100 82 a8% 
stun a-i .~ 
3 o Total " i nformational" role behaviors: 
sum b=c 
Total task role b aha vior•s : sum a - e 
Per cent of task role behaviors that is 
"inf'ormational 11 : (sum b-e) 100 Tsu.rn a-o y X 
HYPO'l'Hr.:SIS III 
333 
456 
73~ 
Without 
Worker• 
....,......_. __ ~ 
0 
309 
377 
250 
309 
81% 
lo Number of role categories (a-·i) in which no behavior items 
occurred ., 
w l 
- -0 0 
Givo separately for each member• and for worker " 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
------- .... ~~..---1 2 2 1 2 3 5 6 7 Abs ~ ·t Abs 't 
•· ..... 
t . ._; 
GROUP III = liiiRS T lWEETING 
2o A\'lel .. age number of' role cs:tegorief'l in which no behavior. 
i tems occurx'ed 
ao Without work®r: 
HYP OTH.!!.SIS IV 
Total role behaviors or all members in all categoria~: 
~nl:n of :1. tams a··i 
-llctal :t'oie bf;ha.viors of v1orker ln all ea·tegox•ies g 
sum of :1. t;ems BL·~ i 
Per cant of all role beha-vlo1,s perfo~ed by members g 
1·--·--~2!-~1!.i2..e~:.st_@-:L._~~-~_j. J:.: 100 TSU!iiOr all a-i .. members and wo:t. .. kerJ 
37'] 
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MEASURES FOR GROUP OBSGRVATIONS GHOUP III 
SECOND MBb:TING 
60 MLt(J'l'ES 
March 19~ 1959 
NumlH?r of :1. tems in category k 1'7 Lea~·e thd~e out of all follow-
-ing calculations() 
HYPO'IHLSIS I 
1 ... Tota.l. role behavioi•s: r1w.n of ltenw n-1 
'.total all beha'trio:Ps: su.>J'l of :l tams a- j 
Per cent of all behaviors that are role 
behaviox•s: _(sum a.~l) x 100 TsUID"a=:rr 
With 
wro"i(>kt:l'VO 1[~ .. ~.:..::.,. 
465 
549 
Withou·t 
Wol"'ker _ .. _ ......_ ....__ 
339 
415 
2o Is self~o:::>iented behaviox• ( j) concentrated in one 01 ... a :rew 
members? D0sc:ribe .. 
Wc:r>l:e:z:-2, :mGmbe:r· one-3!" member t1l":i0,..14s; memb®l:> three· .. 6 
member four....,14Z' membe1, five ... 19~ men1be:t:> s:Lx-ab~ent~ mambel, 
seven-absent" member· eigh:i::-6~ membe:r' n.ine-absen·t:;, men1be:1: .. 
·ten-abseil:"'.'C, member eleva;n ... 3, membe1? twelve ... ? 
HYPOTHGSIS II With 
lo Numbe:r• of role categol"':i.es (a~1) in which 
no i terns occ'ul? 
!9_t!L~ Y!2!~!2~~ 
0 
2o Total task J.:"ole behaviors: SU..."TT of items a-s ~OS 
~rotal all role behav:lors: su .. m i·tems SJ.cooi 465 
Per cent of all role behaviors the.t; 2-:i.""GJ 
task beha vlors: (sun a~e) rJt. Tsur:;~11~ x 1oo s6~s~tl 
~"' Total ninformationaln rol e behaviors: 
sum h · .. c 
~'otal -ba.sl{ !~ole bohavior•s: sum a-e 
Per cen-t of task role behavim:>s t hat il'li 
ni:nfol.,mationaltt; (sum ::> .... d) x lOO { snnn-a'"::'e) 
H~OIJ'HJ.:.SIS I II 
265 
403 
0 
298 
339 
87 ..,,({! ~~ .; 70 
216 
298 
1 ~ Ntunbe~c> of role ca tego:t-.ies (a~:t) in which no behaviOJ? :t tem .. ':J 
occul"red.,. Give :3eparate1y :eor· each m:em.bel:"' and for wo:['ker,, 
! 1 g ~ ~. .§. §. 1 .€!. 2. 1Q. ll Jug 
0 0 1 4 0 3 Abs.,Abs .. 4 Abst:o Abs .. 2 4· 
GROUP III = ShCOND MBETI.NG 
2 .... · Ji.verage Lumber of' role ea tegories i:r1 whi ch no behavior 
i-tems oc cu.rr>ed 
ao Wi thout worker: 
b ., W:i.th worl>t;er : 
HYPO'l'HJ~SIS IV 
Total role behaviOl"'S of all member:JI in all ca t egoriea: 
sum of items a-i 
Total role behe.viol"S of worker in all ca tegoP:tes: 
su."!l of i terns a~·i 
Per ce nt of all role behaviors performe d by membe1 .. e ~ 
( sum of members a-i . ) J!: 
TSum""o"f'aTl a-T;- memb'ers B.ri~) 100 
339 
126 
72 ~9% 
C:I:L4.P T ER V 
R'l{PERIBNC.t; IN USI!. OF THE: OBSERVATION INSTRU:,1ENT 
Group IV 1~.:.~ a i~('Hll'ir-·aga intaz-- group council of a J Emlsh 
Cmr!l!llun:!. ty C®n·tsr located in a. m.lddle el:.a~s eoaio.,.®conom::.c !ll"'®S.o 
The worker ia .a pr•ofessionally t:t>ained full timeD group wo.Pker., 
who :re1l t th.a t it wou.ld not be disturbed by the Pl,ese~nce of' e.n 
1958l1 and m~ets twice monthly in any avail.nble room in th1, 
agency o !'Jo dues ar•e paid directly to the group ~ but; mamb(J!'S 
must pay for agency mem.b·srshlp., Thsre are eighteen act:tv.1 
h is ciub group as a repreee'{)ntatiwe ·to the council., Th.e coun~ 
ell ocoasion.ally cc, ... oparates with g:i?oups ou~;::d.de the &ge:z:ey 
f or intezo ... a.gency PI'Ogram~ .. 
T"ne group engages in fund :r:"alsh'lp: within the ~:tgf.mcy 
and plans and cal,.ries out Pl .. ograms within the ag(imcy .in.,;luding 
1.':1('\ 
..,.., 
the use of recreational facilities outside the agsncyo Annu= 
. ally, the ~roup elects officers and to date there have been no 
changes since the first election. 'I'he worker presides at 
meetings .. Parliamentary procedure is not used by tl;le group 
but the members sometimes raise their hands for recognition 
during the discussion periodo Indigenous leadership and sub= 
group rivalries exist in the groupo The membership contains a 
good proportion of the worker's "case load'' in that several 
members have intense individual relationships with the worker 
because of various individual needso 
Ages of the members run from thirteen to seventeen 
years with the majority falling in the fifteen year old cate-= 
goryo The youngest member is a ninth erade pupil D the ma jor.:., 
ty are in the tenth grads, with the oldest members being 
twelfth grade pupils .., Third generation Fas tern European Jew= ·; 
ish ethnic background predotninates in the group except for one 
member who is of the second generationo All are whiteo 
The Schedule for Background Data on the Group from 
which all of the above information was derived served as an 
orientation to the group and the Schedule was o£ great a ssist= 
ance 1n becoming familiar with the .nembers ~ 11..amea ., 
Observations of Groua 
. The observer met the group three tinies within · e. period; 
.· ;: 
of six weeks . At the preparatory visit the worker introduced 
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the observer to the group and th.•b observer gave a b r1et' ex-
planation ot' the research project and what he wanted to ob~ 
serv • ~e purpose of the project was explained to them, how~ 
ever, in terms of improving work with groups o However, they 
displayed some anxiety about whethei• tht:y were being observed 
and evaluatad as individuals~ Before each subsequent meeting 
the observer repeated that he wasn't interested in them as in<;o 
dividuals , to try to dispel their suspic ionso The observer 
felt that this group could have been categorized at this f irst 
meeting. During this meeting the observer sat behind their 
circle of chairs and "practiced" categorizing them to get them 
used to this .. 
At both subsequent observation sessions the group sat 
in a circie o The observer was able to view and 1dent1.fy 
everyone readily. The pace of both meetings was comfortable 
enough so that the observer felt no strain at all in categori -
zing .,. Usually members didn't interrupt each other, nor did 
everyone speak at once o ~he obs@rv r was careful not to cate~ 
gorize an act so that the member recognized that he was being 
"watched.," '11en members were present at the first mecsting and 
six at the second., The worker presided at both m.eet1ngsc. 'lhe 
categorized portion of the first meeting lasted forty minutes 
and the second .for thirty minutes . At both m:e&tings $ Q;}l;~ ob= 
server was aware of the quality of the member's participation 
because of the length of the individual contributions" 
'f .. 
-v ... 
A'i:i the begin..l'line· of' the first obaerva·tion, the group 
had a guest speaker who discussed college planning. 1he group 
found it dif.ficult to settle down to b11siness ll> At this ob-
servation the group discussed plans for a dance to end the 
program for the season and the possibility of having a daily 
-lounge program .. Plans for a trip during ·the co.mlng school va-
cation were discussed at the second meeting ~ After the second 
and f'ine.l observation the worker aslred the observer to tell t he 
group what some of the results wel"e., The observer first listc:o 
en·~cl and discussed the rolea on the lnstz'Ulllen-t and then told 
the g.!'oup that "the "task" l"Oles and especially the "informa-
tional" roles were enacted many times, whereas the "mainten= 
ancs" roles were enacted very little , and for the most part by 
the worker. Yhe observer fe l t that this information h elped 
them to become aware of the neces~ary roles for good group or-
gan~.za.tlon., The observer d1dn°t tihin..lt it appropriate to dis= 
cuss the role behavior of' individual members because he wasn't 
clos e enough to the situation to know how it w::uld be received .. 
In reporting the results of the observations it should 
be borne in mind that our purpose wa.s testing the u sability o£ 
the instrument and that vre were not trying to establish the 
val:tdity of the resulting: measures of maturity .. The results 
of the two observations are slnnmarized in the accompanying 
"Measures for Gl'"'OUp Observa tlon" ( ae pp all0-113 ) 
Hypothesis I states that "a group is more mature th.e 
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larger the rat i o of group- oriented rol e behavior to self- ori-
ented behavior a" The total role behaviors for the first s es= 
aion was 190 , and for ti~e second session 134 o In the f irst 
me ting 89 per cent of all behaviors ~ including those of the 
worke r» were role beha viors o Excluding the worker ~ s partici= 
pation $ 53 per cent of all behaviors wars role behaviors o 
Thus , without t~1e worker 47 per cent of the behavior was "self-
orientedo" All but three ~mbers contributed t o self- ori ented 
behavior ., Members wi th the grea teBt; number of group=oriented 
behaviors also had the greatest number of self- oriented behav~ 
iors.. I n t he second meeting , including the worker, 86 par 
cent of all behaviors were role behaviors., Without the worker, 
it was 78 per cant , '!he obs erver felt that this big change 
was attributed to the i nterest in the decis ion at handD plan= 
ning the t rip o In thi s session onl y one m,ember didn et contri= 
bu te to , self- oriented behavior ., 
Hypothesis II stat;es that "a group i s nrore mature the 
greater the dis tribution of the total ~roup vs role behavior 
over all role cate gories , and the lesser the concentration in 
certain specific role categorieso" In the fi r st meeting, with-
ou t the worker, there was onl y one category in which no items 
occurred and every ca tegory was covered with the worke r o 
Eighty- eight per cent of all r ol e behaviors were task behav- -
iors with t he worker , 92 per cent without the worker o The per 
cent of "task" role behaviors that were "in:format1onal" ( b & c)• 
.• Ob 
including t he worker, was 75 per cent 0 nncl .d. thout the worker 
· 84 per cent o In the s .econd . meetiT'.:.:. l' excluding the wot•ker :t 
ther~ were three categoriea that had no it®ma" bu·t with ths 
worker only one had no items . Ninety- s ix per cent of all the 
role behaviors were t ask b ehavi ors with the worker• and 97 p~r 
cent without the wor kero With the workert ?9 per c®nt of the 
task r ol e behavi ors were "informational Dn and 92 perc nt 
wi thout the workaro ~he greates t concent r a t ion of r ol e be-
haviors was in the " task" roles 0 especially "in£o~tational" 
role beha viors. There was a great deal or r esis t anc e t o th 
agency poli cy pr ohibiting a daily l ounge program during the 
r1rst meeting o The obse~ver fslt t hat t he members wouldn't 
a ccept this and continued to ofXer and seek opinions, thus 
the r atio of "taeltn role behaviors t ha t were i n formationa l was 
h i f",h o At the second meeting the members aske d the worker 1~or 
information concerning the trip they were planning ~ t h er efore 
the worker enac t ed many of the ninformati onal" rol es. 
According t o Hypothes~s III, "a group i s more mature 
the greater the distribution of each ~mber's r ole behavior 
over all role categories~" 'l'he. number of rol e cat egories f or 
indivi dual members in which no behavior iteme oc eurrad rarig~d 
fro•n one ( the worker) to nine in the firs t meeting ... In the 
second meeti ng the number of role categories in wh i ch no be= 
havi or i t ems occurred ranged from one (the worker) t o eight o 
whieil no behavicn:> 1 tems occurred was 6 .. 4 without the worker 
anC. 5.,9 with tk'.a worker .. The fis::;ures for the second meeting 
wez·(! 6 o7 with Jut the worl<:er and 5 .. 9 with the worker . 
"A g::·oup is more mature the larger the ratio of mem-
ber :m~oted :.'oles to worker enacted roles , vt according to Hypo .... 
t,.~ s:Ls IV .. Sixty-four per cent of all role behaviors were per-
.ornr.ed by mombers in the first meeting and 56 per cent in the 
second .. ~te worker 0 who presided, was extremely active at 
both meatingso 
!.2!lt,.,Meet:l.ng Assessment 
In the first meeting two subjec·ts wera discusaedQ The 
.ftret was a. new topic,- planning a dance to end the program for 
t1:w summer, and the second l'Jas a subject that had been thrashed 
out ln the past and which the group had been told couldn't be 
e.ocomp11shed, that of' setting up a daily lounge .. Although no 
decision was reached at this meeting concerning the dance . the 
worker considered it an appropriate topic which was rea.l1atic 9 
while the second topic wasn ' t G 
Tns worker felt that resistance was 9Vident at this 
meeting in so rar as the group wouldn ~ 't come to a decision on 
the dance on the one hand and wouldn't accept agency limita= 
t i ona concerning a daily lounge on 'the othe!?,. Ninety per cent 
of the membsrs were involved and contributed to the diaoussio~ 
however~ t he worker felt that the group members ware preoccup~ 
1.05 
with their own needs ~ Not all possible alternatives were ex-
amined but those alternatives that were examined were consid-
1 
ered by both worker and members o \ ~here was a "taking of sides" 
and the worker conciliated in the discussion concerning the 
dance but no compromise could oe reached on the second topic o 
The worker felt that everyone who showed a desire to express 
himself was allowed to do so and was able to state fully and 
completely his views o 
Agency policy influenced [the ruling which did not al~ 
low the group to ~o very far in consideration of their open 
lounge topic o New rules and procedures were not suggested or 
initiated at this meetingo 
The worker felt that in the process of making a deci~ 
I 
sion the group found it more difficult than usual to reach 
I 
agreement and tbat they couldn ' t come to a complete deciaiono 
This was attributed to the mood of the members and the abaenc 
' 
I 
of certain members ~ The group us~ally is enthusiastic in mak-
inB decisions, according to the wbrker o 
The worker felt that the dance topic needed fUrther 
discussion by the worker with thel group and he planned to fol -
low up those who were assigned re~ponsibilities o There was no 
nead to consult with any other ag~ncy personnel for approval 
of any of the plans o 
The worker Vs goals for this meeting had been to plan a 
program and reach a decision on this and to insur e a reporting 
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back to the respective clubs which the group mb~bers repre-
sented . Since no decisions were reached the memb~~s felt-that 
nothing was accomplished o 
In the second meeting three decisions were dis c~ sed 
and each of these was totally new to the group g The grou~ was 
planning a trip and the three decisions concerned the mode o~ 
transportationp cost of the trip ~ and the program at their 
destinationc The worker thought them appropriate for the 
group to be discussing. Although no decisions were reached~ 
the members were enthusiastic about the plans and everyone 
contributed to the discussion At this meeting the worker 
felt that there was a "group or we" feelingo As many alter na= 
tives as posRible were examined by both worker and ~mbers o 
There was no taking of sides . Everyone was able to state 
tully and completely their views . According to the worker ~ 
a gency rules influenced the plans and expedited the reaching 
of a decision. No new rules or procedures were initiated or 
suggested . 
The worker felt that in the group ' s process of reach-
ing a decision the members found it easier than usual t o r each 
an agreement , although he considered that the group was u sual-
ly enthusiastic in making decisions o In this meeting there 
was more willingness to assume responsibilities once the de= 
cisions were made 9 and the responsibilities were assumed by 
many of the mcmbers c 
1 7 
The worker felt that all of the decisions needed fur~ 
ther dis~ussion by him with the group and by the worker wi th 
his supervisor• ,, He planned no follow- up of those who were as -
signed reapons ibilities o The members thought that this was a 
good meeting and felt that the plans were good ones o No dis9 
satisfactions were expressed o The wor ker ' s goals for this 
meeting ha d been to share i nformation and test consensus in 
regard to the plans that were discussedo 
The rating of the group was tha t ~oth meetings were 
riaomewhat mature(#" F'or h1a r ating the workor used general 
group work· criteriao 'lhis was a difficult question for him to 
answer , since he probably hG.d never thought in these specif!.c 
terms o 
Discussion 
During the observations the obse rver felt that this 
was a mature group in that there waa little confusion at the 
me.etings and little control was necessary on the part of t he 
workero Also . the content of the contributions seemed good o 
However , after evaluating the results of the observations , the 
observer was able to qualify his impressions of the group and 
r.lt ~t the inetrumebt WOULd be able to show objeot1vel7 
where a group really is in relation to the measures of maturi-
ty which the instrument is designed to teat g Thus , the poten-
tialities of the instrument are good o It could be used to 
8 
measure objectively a group ' s progress in the selected aspects 
of role behavioro However. in order to clarify the pote.nt1 1-
ities for ita use , it would be necessary to observe a group 
over a longer period of time . 
The Post Meeting Questionnaire adds to the picture 
drawn by the instrument and explains a great deal of the re-
sults of the instrument o The instrument does not show the 
length or participation or latecomers in a given meeting; how-
ever. thi s could be noted on the category sheet o 
The roles were defined well enough so that during the 
actual observations the observer was able to identify the be~ 
haviors according to the roles lis ted on the observation chartJ 
the i nstrument was a simple one to use o One thing that should 
be kept in 'llind in regard to "self- oriented" behavior is that 
in an adolescent group , and especially a co-ed group, a cer= 
tain amount ot such behavior should be expected and should no t 
necessarily be regarded a s negative or immatur o 
M~SURL!;S !<'OR GROUP OB~ERVA':e!Oi~S GROUP IV 
FIRS 'l· MEETING 
40 I:IIN liTES 
Number of i tems i n cat..;gory k ~ Leave thes e out of all follow-
---ing calculations o 
HYPOTHl.:.SIS I 
1 o Total r ol e behaviors : sum of items a-i 
Tot al all behavi ors: sum of items a- j 
Per cent of all behaviors that are r ole 
behaviors: (suni a- iJ 100 Tsum a- j x 
2 o Is s elf- ori ented behavior (j} concent r a t ed 
members? Describe o 
With 
Worker 
190 
224 
89~ 
in o ne 
Without 
Worker 
119 
22Z! 
53% 
or a few 
All but 3 members contributed t o " j" o i.lembers with 
greatest a - i i tems have greatest j i tems al s o , wi t h t he 
exception of the Workero 
HYPOTHESIS II 
1o Number of role cate~ories {a- i ) in which 
no i tems occur 
2 ·o Total task r ole behaviors: sum of i tems 
IJota l all role behaviors : sum i tems a- i 
Per cent of all role behaviors tha t a re 
task behaviors: ( sum a-e~ x 1 00 ( sum a- 1 
3 c Total " informational" r ole beha viors : 
sum b- e 
IJ'otal t ask role b ehaviors : sum a-e 
Per c ent of task role beha viors that is 
"informational" : ( su.'n b-:-c x 1 0 0 
(su."tl a- e 
HYPO'IHESIS III 
a- a 
Wi t h 
Worker 
0 
167 
190 
88~ 
126 
167 
75% 
Without 
Worker 
1 
109 
119 
92% 
92 
1 09 
84~ 
l o ~umber of role c~tegories (a-1) i n which no behavior items 
occurred o Give separately fo r each member and for work ero 
! g 2 i ~ 2 1 ~ ~ lQ ! 
3 4 3 5 6 7 7 6 8 9 1 
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GROUP IV - FIRST MEETING 
2 o Average number of role categories in which no behavior 
it ems occurred 
a . Without worker: sum of figures for each member 
- . to'ta:I number o :t meMbers 
b., With wo-rk r: sum of figures f or each member plus worl~ 5o9 
total number members plus worker 
HYPOTH ESIS IV 
Total role behavior s of all members in all categories: 
sum of items a- i 
Total role behaviors of worker in all categories : 
sum of items a-1 
Per cent of all role behaviors perfollnled by members: 
sum of members a-1 
sum of all a-i, members and worker X 100 
119 
70 
64~ 
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MEASURES FOR GROUP OBSERVATIONS GROUP IV 
SECOND MEETING 
30 MINUTiiS 
Number of items in category k ~ Leave thGse out of all foll ow-
---ing calculations o 
HYPO'lHISIS I 
lo To·i;a.l role behaviors: sum of items a .. i 
Total all behaviors: sum of items a-j 
Per cent of all behaviors that are role 
behaviors: (sum a-i) 100 {sum a-jJ x 
With 
Worker 
134 
156 
86~ 
Without 
Worker 
74 
95 
2o Is self-oriented behavior (j) concentrated in one or a. · -few 
members? Describeo -
Only 1 individual didn't function in "j"o The greatest 
number was 11 with next 5e 
HYPO'IHbSIS II 
l o Number of role categories (a-i) in which 
no items occur 
With Without 
Worker :Worker 
1 3 
2C) Total task role behaviors: su."tl of items a-e 128 72 
Total all role behaviors: sum items a-i 134 74 
Per cent of all role behaviors that are 
task behaviors: (smn a~e) x 100 96% 97~ (sum a-i' 
3o Total "informational" rola behaviors: 
sum b-e 
~1otal task role behaviors: sum a-e 
Per cent of task role behaviors that is 
''informational": (sum b-e}_ x 100 
(sum a•e r 
HYPO'l'Hl!SIS III 
101 
128 
65 
72 
1~ Number of role categories (aai) in which no behavior items 
occurred~ Give separately for each member and for workerq 
1 2 6 7 ll 12 w 
64'1878!' 
112 
GROUP IV = SECOND MEETING 
2·o Average number or role categories in which no beha.vio~ 
items occurr d 
&o Without worker: sum of figures fo~ each member total number of members -
bo With worker: sum of_figures for each member plUS.,.lYOr.!£~\-: 5 .,9 total number members plus work6r 
HYPOTHESIS IV 
Total role behaviors of all members in all categories: 
Stun of items a-i 74 
Total role behaviors of worker in all categories: 
sum of items a-1 60 
Per cent of all role behaviors performed by members: 
{ sum of members a~i } x lOO 56~ TSum of all a-i~ members and workerT 
CHAPTER VI 
EXPERIENCE IN USE OF THE OBSERVATION INSTRU'"!blENT 
GROUP V 
by T d raooro 
Group V is an al .-boy; te~n- ge ii'L»ie2lds:h1p S'-)Otip 1~ 
J0\71sh Comm.unit;y Cent0r in the Gr-eat l., Boston area"' The a.g-
ncy s0rvaa a lo 1er·Dmiddle income Jewish neigt,.,.borhood with 
specific boundaries located in a non-Jewish community., The 
agency~s program serv'es chiefly tean.-ag®:r.>i!'i and younger age 
groups o Friend::;sh:.p elubs~' gym program and loUl'lg~ room. are tlw 
principle activititUh ~th:re0 of the agency ' s ful l time ataf.f 
are graduates of schools oT social worko Group v~e leader. 1s 
a part-time worker. who i~ a firs·t year graduate student in a 
school of social worka 
All of Group v~s members are secc>nd or third ge:nara_.,, 
tion American-Jewishp except one meraber who is Protestanto 
Among the thirteen memb@rs one is a sohpomore in hlpfl school; 
five are juniors; saven, aeniorso All of the ~t-embGrs live in 
the immadiat~ neighborhood:t and most h~vG knoWI1. each other for 
sevez•al years., The group was cn.·ganizad e.s a friendship g:.t"OUp · · 
11!1: 
in the agency in Jru1uary, 1959, around a nucleua of boys who 
played b s.ketball together. 'lhC31r purpose in forming ·them"" 
selv s into a friendship group within the agency w s to obtain 
more ·t.!ma in the agency gym for baeketballo Their principle 
activit:l.ea are athletics, finding girls,~ and partieso Th.a 
group derives status J:'rorn bGing the olc1as·t teen a-.ge grot'l.p in 
the agency an.d having had 1;1evexaa.l parti~~a wl th girlEa o g!>o·upe 
in othar agencies, 
Once a week the group holds a business meeting in a 
classroom in the agenoyo Tne meeting lasts from t~n to fo~ty 
mlnutem; then the members scatter ·i:;o the gym or lounge ro·om or 
leave the agencyo Much of _their planning and activities are 
carr-ied on outsid the agency without the work r~ who meets 
with . :Chem. only once e. w0ek . Although the membel .. S discuss 
their activities outs ide the agsncy Vi1th the worker~> the ork ... 
er hasn't yet been invited to attend any such act1vit1eso 
Members with the best athletic ability and social ease with 
the girls are thG highe:t• statue members of' the lrPoup., The 
only club officer is the president, who chairs tne businas~ 
meet ngs. At the initial meeting of the group the p~esident 
was elected without opposition and will serve as preaid0nt un-
til Mayo The worker reported that one member~ who is physi= 
cally small and shy around g:i.rls D is sce.pegoated by several 
members and that another member constantly eha.lleng~s the 
leadership of the president. 
.:....J.5 
The observer administsred the schedule ror Background 
Data on the Group before observing the first me tingo ThG ob-
server's method was to give the worker a for.m to follow as the 
observer asked the questions fro~ the £orm on which he was 
~Tritingo One irritating factor tor the observer waa that 
there wasn't enough space on the ~orm to r ecord the worker¥s 
answersc 
T.he observer feels that all the items on the schedule 
ware helpful in obtaining background data on the group o Items 
12 and 13~ . - (regarding rivalry and other special characteristics 
·,pf . the grtiup) were especially . ·h~lpful for understand1.ng what 
:· .. ' 
··was occurring in the ·group o Howeverp the obs~rver f'eels that 
knowing t h i s information influenced the observation i tseli\) 
For example. knowing that a member was competing w!'i'ih th 
president for leadership possibly influenced the observer to 
categorize much or that member's behavior in category " j,n 
The obs er ver feels that knowing goma of the dynamics of what 
is occurring in the group before observing the group influ-
ences how the observer views the behavior of particular meru-
berso 
Observa~~ons of Group 
The observer select0d Group V for observation for 
three reasons: the fact that it met all the requirements of 
our dsfinition of a social work group; the observer's 
: :_~ 
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prefe~;nce for a friendship group; and the availability of the 
grou:''o Preparation to observe the group consisted or four 
st~ps: First, the observer presented the idea to the worker 
·..:no responded .favorably. Second, the observer presented the 
idee. to the worker 's supervisor, who also responded ravorablyo 
Third, the obser~ r discussed with the worker and the super-
visor the ways in which to present the observer to the groupo 
Much emphasis was given to how to help the members .feel they 
would be making a contribution and how the observer could a~ 
void being a threat to . the group or individual memb rs ~ 
FourthD the observer was introduced to the group as a graduate 
stud0nt who 1as observing groups for a thesis project designed 
to l earn something of what occurs in a group during discus~ 
sions o The worker emphasized that the observer also led groups 
similar to theirs, that they would be helping group leaders t~ 
become batter workers; thereby, they would be contributing to 
groups such as theirs. '!he observ r elaborated on the worker's 
comments. asking the group for permission to obs~rve a coupl 
of th$1r meetings e Tne boys quickly gave their permission 
without disoussiono 'lhe oba0rv r feels that mora of the boys t 
true feelings would have b en expr~ssed had the worker ap= 
proaehed the boys with the idea without the observ0r being 
presentc During this preparatory visit the observer made no 
attempt to categorize . 
During the two observation sessions the observer r lt 
the physical arrangement of the room and his position influ-
enced the observationso The group met in a medium sized 
classr oom in which the president sat at a desk in front of the 
roomo During t he first meeting the members wera scattered 
about the room with several members sitting at the back of the 
roomo Th~ observer sat in a corner in f'ront of the room., fac ... 
ing the memberso The distance was such that the observ~r 
couldn 't hear what the members sitting on the back rov1 were 
saying to each othero li'Iany of thei.r comments to each other 
were categorized as "j" although t hey may have been di~cuss ... 
ing the issue at hando The observer ' s categorizing caught 
their attention and often they were giving attention to the 
observer instead of the president or other memberso During 
the second meeting the observer, attempting to be as incon"' 
spicuous as possible , sat !n a corner in the rear of the roano 
F'rom this position the observer was unable to see their f'e.cial 
expressions and again could not hear all the comments of the 
members becaus e they were scattered widely about the clasa-
roomo Again the observer• inferred some of their behavioro 
During both sessions the observer didn't begin categorizing 
until the members were settled and discussion had been 1niti= 
ated by the worker or presidento 
There was much evidence that the presence of the ob-
server a:ftected t he group members" During the first m·eeting 
the pr esident mid-way in the meeting asked to see the form on 
... ·· 
which the observer was categorizing; quickly # all the members 
gathered around the observero After a brief examination they 
returned to their seats o The observer felt that this "broke 
the ice" and the members were more comfortable a During the 
second meeting the president constantly cast quick glances at 
the observer; none of the other members turned a round t o watch 
the observer, except a couple of late arr!vers i who di dn f t 
know why the obs erver was there o The observer feel s that part 
of h i s effect upon the group would have been minimized if he 
had had an opportunity to become better acqua inted with the 
members o 
Several factors influenced t he obs erver's categoriza= 
tions o During the first meeting unfa~iliarity with the mem-
bers and the poor physical arrangements made the obs erver 
somewhat anxious o The observer encountered difficulty in 
ke eping up with the fast pace of conversation o This l eft 
questions in the observer ' s mind about marginal behaviors; and 
the observer felt he possibly avoided the mor e difficult cate-
gories o Duri ng the second meeting the observer was more re-
laxed and better able to keep pace with the group members o 
The r esults of the two observations are summarized on 
the accompanying "Measures for Group Observation" (ppo~-13))o 
The time span of the first observation was fifteen minutes o 
There were s even group members , plus the worker , present . 
During this fifteen minute interval , which was the bus i ness 
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meeting:» ·the obse~ver was able to ca tego~ize 164 items\' Tne 
time span of the second observation wQs thi~ty-~ive minutes~ 
Among the ·eight members present four had been e.b:sent f'or ·the 
f:tro ·t obser-vation;; th.r®e, who attended the f':1.rst meeting~ w.•;re 
absent~ The observer categorized 398 items during the ~seonn 
obs®rvationf.) 
In the first hypothesis the assumption is that "a 
group is more mature the larger the ratio or group~oriented 
role behavior to self-oriented behavioro~ In the first obser~ 
vation the par cent of all beh&viors that were group-oriented 
role behaviors 'I.VS.a '72 per csnt with the workel'", 69 per cem·c 
without the work0rc Seventy-five per• cent of ·the self-orient= 
ed behavior was conoantrat0d in two members~ one of whom con-
stantly challenged the president for leadarshipc In the ae.,. 
cond observatlon the pGr cant of group-orient ed role behavior 
was 82 pe:r cent with the worker..., 78 per cant without the work= 
ero Seventy-four per cent of the self-oriented behavior was 
concentrated in three m0mbers~ The observer attributes the 
differences bGtween the first and second observations to two 
factors: the member cons i;e.:n ~ly challonging the president we.e 
absent from the second meeting!! enabling the president to di-
rect his attention to ·&he agenda; the worker was more active 
during the second observationo 
In the second h;y-pothasis we have asswued that "a. ~oup 
is more mature the greater tho distr:i.butlon of the total 
groupes role behavior over all categories and the lesaer the 
concentration in c~rta1n specific role categories (especially 
in "task" and "informational" roles~" In the first observa-
tion the p er cen~ of all role behaviors that were task role 
beha vi ora was 93 p sr cent bo ·th with and without the worker·~ 
The per cent of all task role behaviors th&t were "1nforraa= 
tiona.l" (b & c) was 77 per cent with the worker and 86 per 
cent without the workero There wers ~vo role categories in 
which no itsms were eategorizedo In the second observation 
the per cent of task r ole behaviors was 86 per cent with the 
~orker and 87 per cent without the workero The per cent of 
"informational" role behaviors was 74 and 75 per cent respee= 
tivelyo Taere were no role e~tegories in which items wer en t 
categorizedQ The observer feels that the relatively low 
scores for disti~ibution of the total group's role bshavior in 
both observations may be due to the olub~s early stage of de~ 
velopment and the preoccupation or members with their 1nd1vid= 
ual needs o 
We have assumed in hypothes is three that "a group is 
mor0 mature the greater the dis ·iir:J.bution of each member 11 s role 
behavior over all the eategorieso~ In the first observation 
the number o:r role categories for the worker e.nd the individ-
ual members in which no behavior items occurred ranged from 
two (president) to nine; in 'the second obssrvatlon the range 
was one (president) to sevenc The average number o~ role 
ca't~gories in which no behavior items occurred during ~~he 
first observation was 5 o9 both with and without the wc:c-ker; 
during the second obser vation. 5 o9 with the worker ., 5 .,0 with= 
out the workero 
In our fourth hypothesis we have assumed that "a group 
i s more mature the largar the r atio of member-enacted r oles to 
worker- enacted rol eso" In the fi r st observation the per cent 
of all role behavior performed by the group members was 86 per 
cent; in the second observation, 90 pez c ent o 
Pos~Meating ~sses sment 
The observer administered the post-meeting question= 
naire immediately after each meeting obaerved a Giving the 
worker a form to follow ~ the observer asked the questions as 
worded and r ecorded the ~nswerso 
During the first meeting the discussions centered 
around a papor ·driveg an alliance with a girl ' s group B and an 
ev-luat1on of a previous party o Two decisions were made a-
bout the paper drive and the girl ' s group o The worker felt 
the topics were appropriate and the group ' s decisions realis~ 
tic and mature o 
The worker estimated that only half of the members 
made contributi ons to the discussions; and he felt a "we~ 
feeling" was absent because the members were too preoccupied . 
with their own needs . He relt that the proce3s or reaching 
the decisions was difficult because the d~oisions weran~t 1m= 
p~s;"ca.nt to the individual membey.;s ~ there was no pz•essure to 
reach a decision, and the rivalry between one member and the 
preaident created conflic~ which obst1~eted the decision mak~ 
ing proc as.,_ The worker stated that al t:hough sevel"'e.l of th 
memberS D particularly ·l:;he p1•esidentll didn t t COne idS!" the maet_,; 
.ing a Hgood meet:t.ng ~ u the meetit'lg was typical of the g:r.•oup" 
The worker rated the observed part of the meeting as 
"matureo" His croiteria were that the boys were indepen.dent 
frorn the wol,ker, 111ade appropriate use of t;h0 workerL> and used 
the group as a frame or reference When making decisionso 
In the second obser,?a tion :s:sveral decisions were mad10 
about club sweaters end jackets and a group sponsored raffle c 
The worker considered the topics appropriate and the decisions 
mature, f or the membera examined all the difficulties involved,; 
In evaluating tliEi role behavior in the decisions the 
worker felt that the group was enthusiastic ~ that 'i:;he majori.;;:, 
·ty ·was involved, that their limited experiences prevented ti11 
the altern&tivas fi'om being examined~ that evsryone was given 
the opportun:tty to express himself, and that the majority vote 
was ua~d to sa· tle issues"' 
lhe wor~sr felt the group process of' reaching the de-
cisions was eaSi~zo tP,a.n in the f5.rst meet;:ln.g ObS9l"Vad b eoause 
t:he member \Vho constantly challenp;ed the p resi dent wae absent 
and several of the more me.ture member•a were present Ti.lle 
worker indicated that the president waa unsatisfied with the 
meeting because some of the business at hand was left unf.'n-= 
ishede The worker felt that the observer's presence at both 
~eatings put pressure upon the president , who felt he had to 
accomplish ~omething o 
The worker also rated the s econd observe d meeting as 
"mature . " His Cl"i tEn .. ia ~ere that the members vrere able to in= 
itiate and reach deci!dons and '.,'rere independent of the workero 
After adminiet<Jri·ng-·'tbe questionnaire the observer 
felt that the latter part of the questionnaire= workeris goal 
worker 's rating and eriteriav and worker's comments about the 
efteot of the observer«s presence in the group~=w a the most 
valuable aspect of the questionnaire o In general 8 the obser~ 
ver f eels that mora attention sho-qld be gi.ven to the relevance 
(';f t!.1e que:; tiona and that tha q!lea tionnaire needs modifioa tion 
f•:lr further testingo 
Discussion 
The observer encountered three significant problems in 
administering the observation instrument The first was the 
relation of the observer and the observedo The observer feels 
his entry into the group was appropriate , but the group wasn ' t 
allowed enough time to become accustomed to the observer's 
presenoeo He feels that a minimum of three sessions of active 
participation with a group is essential for establishing a 
relationship with the group and gaining acceptance without b~­
ing a threat to the group process o Moreover. during the act-
ual categorizing the observer's presence in the room at some 
inconspicuous spot from which he can conveniently observ~ all 
\ 
events without disturbing the participants is essentialo 'I'he 
second problem was diffioul ty in keepj.ng pace with the rele-
vant dimensions of behavior o The observer discovered he need= 
'ed more practice in categoriz ing speedily and comprehensivelyg 
as well as more precise definitions of the categories o The 
third problem was a tendency to infer and categorize, accord-
ing to known information about the group D marginal role be-
havior o The observer feels he definitely perceived much of 
the member 's behavior in terms of his knowledge about particu~ 
lar group members and his own social work orientation to 
groupso 
There was a correlation between t he results of the 
two observations and the information acquired with the post= 
meeting questio~~aire in two areaso The worker's evaluation 
of the members'role behavior in the discussions was similar t o 
the results of the observations with regard to the dietribu= 
tion of participation (few members participated in the first 
meeting but a majority in the second)o Als o the worker ' s 
assessment or the group ' s maturity, which motivated his part!~ 
cipation, was borne out by the group ' s relat ively high per 
cent of mamber~enacted roles o 
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The use of the observation instrument has benefited 
the observer in several waysg It has helped sensitize him to 
the variety of roles involved in and required by group tunc-
tioningo It has helped in the development of skill and in= 
sight in diagnosing role requirements , and it has helpod make 
the observer aware of the need for role flexibility on the 
part of all group members . 
M:EASURbS FOR GROUP OBSERVATIONS GROUP V 
l-,IRS T MEETING 
15 MINUTI!.S 
liumber of items in category k-~~Leave these ~:·ut of all follow~ 
ing calculations o 
HYPOTHESIS I 
1., 'i'ot;a.l :role behaviors: sum .of items a-i 
Total all behaviors: sum of items a-j 
Per cent of a.l'l behaviors that; are role 
behaviors: (smn a-i) 100 Tsu~rn a-Tf X 
With 
Worker 
""'i.I5-
159 
72~ 
W:t thout 
Workar-
~i~ 
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2o Is self-oriented behaviox· ( j) concentrated in one or a f ew 
members? Describa9 
Members 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Sum of items J: 2 20 i3 I 4 4 0 
HYPOTHESIS II 
lo Number of role categories (a- i) in which 
no 1 tams occur· 
2o Total task role behaviors: sum of' items 
':i'ota.l all role behaviors: Sl1!11 items a-1 
Per cent of all r ole behaviors that e.re 
task behaviors: { s:um . a·· e) 100 T~If X 
3o 'Iotal "informational" role behaviors: 
sum b-e 
Total task role behaviors: aum a"'·e 
Per cent of task role behaviors that is 
"informational": (sum b-a) 
X 100 TSum a:-er 
HYPOTHESIS III 
a-e 
With 
Worker 
c-=· •~ 
2 
108 
115 
93% 
84 
108 
77'% 
Withou·t. 
!p:r:,~~ 
2 
193 
100 
93% 
75 
93 
as% 
1. .Nu.1'J1ber of' 
occurredo 
role categories (a•i) in which no behavlor items 
Give separately for each member and for workero 
w 1 
- -
2 3 4 5 6 7 
...,. ..... - ~ ...,.. .... 
5 2 3 6 7 8 '( 9 
GROUP V = FIRST MEETI.NG 
2o Ave1~age nu:nber of role ca -tegories in 11hich no behavi.or 
items occurred 
ao W:l thout WOl .. kar: 
HYPOTHbSIS IV 
Total role ehaviox-s of all member•s in all categor:lGs: 
su.ill of items a- i 
To tal role ehavio- s of worker in all categol"ies ~ 
sum 0.1. items a.,.i 
Per cent of all rol e behav ors performed by members: 
_L____ sum of members a"'l ) 
T:iUlilor a.ll-a-1':-meiilb"ez~s aiid worlrerT .x 100 
100 
15 
86~ 
MMSURES FOR GRcUP OBSERV.A TIONS GROUP V 
SECOND MEETING 
35 MINUTES 
Number of items in category kl3 Leave these out of all follow-
---ing calculations a 
HYPOTHESIS I 
1 ., ~I'otal role behaviors : sum of items a- 1 
Total all behaviors : sum of items a- j 
Per cent of all behaviors that are role 
behaviors: ~sum a-i~ 100 sum a-j x 
With 
Worker 
309 
385 
82% 
Without 
Worker 
277 
353 
78~ 
2 a Is self- oriented behavior 
members? Describe ., 
Members : · 1 
Sum of items J: 2 
(j) concentrated in one or a f.ew 
3 4 6 8 
16 4 29 3 
HYPOTHE..SIS II 
l o Number of role categories (a-i) in which 
no items occur 
2 e Total task role behaviors: sum of items 
Total all role behaviors: sum items a-i 
Per cent of all role behaviors that are 
task behaviors: (sum a-e) 100 ( SlL!l a- f J X 
3 o Total "informational" r ole behaviors: 
sum b- e 
Total task role behaviors : sum a-e 
Per cent of task role behaviors that is 
"informational": ~sum b- e~ x lOO 
sum a-e 
HYPO'l'Hf.SIS III 
9 
6 
a-e 
10 
10 
With 
Worker 
0 
268 
309 
86% 
199 
268 
11 
4 
Without 
Worker 
0 
241 
277 
87% 
181 
241 
75~ 
la ~~~ber of role categories (a-i) in which no behavior items 
occurredo Give separetely for each :nember and for worker.c 
w 1 3 4 6 8 9 10 11 
216556557 
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GROUP V - SECOND MEETING 
So Average number of role categories in which no behavior 
items occurred 
a o Without worker: sum of figures fo r each memb!t total number or members 
b . With worker: 
HYPOTHL!.SIS IV 
sum of figur es for each member plus worker 4o6 
total number members plus worier 
Total role behaviors of all members in all categories: 
sum of items a-i 277 
Total role behaviors of worker in all cttegor ies: 
sum of items a-1 32 
Per cent of all role behavi·ors performed by members: 
sum of members a-1 x 100 90% 
sum of a 1 a= , memb ers and worker 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
Comparison of Results of Group Observations 
This project has been principally concerned with the 
development of an observational instrument to measure role 
behavior in social work groups and the mechanical problems 
of its field applicationo Because of time limitations we 
were not able to apply the instrument to a longitudinal 
series of meetings of one or more groups to show changes over 
time o However , its application to the meetings of five 
different social work groups has provided a body of compara-
tive data on the role behavior in these groups as measured by 
the instrument o 
Any comparative analysis of the results of these ob-
servations is limited by the fact that the reliability of the 
instrument was not fully established before its field appli-
cationo Thus, differences between the observations on our 
five groups may in some measure be due to differences in the 
manner of use of the instrument by the five observerso Never= 
theless , within this llmitation8 we feel that comparison of 
the results may be useful , especially in clarifying some of the 
li:iJ. 
problems and issues in trying to relate the role behavior 
me:.tsUrdd to "social maturityo" 
F'irst a table of the observation measures will be 
presented o This is followed by discussion of the observation 
measures in the table as they bear on the hypotheses relating 
role behavior to "social maturity" and oy an attempt to rank 
the sessions observed according to these measures o F'inally, 
a comparison of the five groups is made on the bas is of an 
additional observation measure not included in our original 
caL::ulations 9 the "percentage of participation by individuals ," 
Observation Measures Bearing on the Hypotheses 
HYPO'l'HliSIS I: A group is Dl)()re mature the larger the ratio of 
group oriented role behavior to self-oriented 9ehavioro 
From the table it may be noted that the groups ranged 
from 72 per cent to 95 per cent in group~oriented behavior with 
the mean being 87 per cant o In relation to this hypothesis we 
would make the following comments: So~ self-oriented behavior 
was seen in each group~ and presumably this is to be expected 
in these types of adolescent groupso However, ther-e was a 
considerable variation in the percentage of self-oriented be-
haviors . We tried to identify some factors in these groups 
that might explain these variations ~ 
1 .. Groups havinf- decisions to make which are impor-
tant to the group members and where the members have a 
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FIGURES: 
COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF GROUP OBSERVATIONS 
-
Groups· Obsened. 
Observat-ion MeaBUl'e 
I II III IV v 
a b 1!, b • b a b & b 
Length of obsel'fttion (in minutes) 40 so s; 60 90 60 40 30 15 35 
Namber of participants 10 10 12 11 11 9 11 7 8 9 
Items of role behavior 175 444 239 109 551 465 189 1.34 115 .309 
Total itamB of behavior 185 469 257 1.31 622 549 223 156 159 .385 
Per cent of role beba~or 94 95 9.3 83 89 85 89 86 72 82 
No o _of role categories not coverad. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 
P0r oent or role behavior that is 
task 86 88 85 65 83 87 88 96 9.3 86 
Per cent ot task behavior that is 
informational 83 83 57 58 7.3 66 75 79 ., 74 
Mean DUllber ot role categories in 
which no bv~~~~• ;~~~v: ;.oS 4 ., 
" . So2 5o4 2.6 211  So9 5o9 5o8 4o6 
Per cent or all role behavior 
performed by members 79 81. 88 88 68 73 64 56 86 90 
~ 
hi gh degree of motivation to accomplish this task may 
tend to show less self-oriented behavioro Group I 
where such motivation was high had only 5 per cent of 
self-oriented behavior at both observationso 
2c Groups using parliamentary procedure may tend 
to have less self-oriented behavioro In Group II the 
two obs ~rvations yielded 7 and 17 per cent of selfo 
oriented behavior respectively ., It was suggested that 
this relatively small proportion of self-oriented be= 
havior might be attributed t o this group ' s use of par-
liamentary procedure., 
3 o If ·there is covert rivalry betwden two or a 
few members, more selr-oriented behavior on the part 
of those members may be expectedo Group V had 18 and 
28 per cent self-oriented behavior respectively in the 
two sessions observed , and this was thought to be due 
to this factor ., 
ID!~Ot!{lSIS II: A group is .Jore ~r.tture the greater the dis-
tribution of the total group's role behavior over all role 
categories (especially in -"tas~ and ninformational" rol.es) o 
From our experience in applying the instrument we 
were not sure of the usefulness or meaning of this hypothesis. 
We had limited ourselves to a few simple measures of "role 
distribution" {number of categories not covered; proportion 
13 . 
of task i terns in total role behaviors; and proportion 0 r 
"informational" items in task rol e behaviors) 9 and it was 
recogni~ed that adequate description of this aspect of role 
behavior would require additional and more complicated meas-
ures o This is an area in which further work is necessary~ 
From our experience , as shown in the table, we found 
that in all observation sessions except b1o , all roles were 
represented. and in these two sessions only one and two roles 
were missingo However, in quite a few categories only one or 
a few behaviors occurred so that the volume was often not 
largeo 
There was a uniformly high proportion o f task roles 8 
83 to 96 per cent , except in Group II during the second ob-
servation session where the task roles constituted onl~ 65 per 
cent . In this session there was much more self-oriented be= 
havior of the type that required mediation in "maintenance" 
roles by both the president and thl'.•, workero 
The per cent of task. roles which were "informational" 
ranged from 57 to 83 per cent and was uniformly hip~ except 
for Group II o Again, Group II ' s use of parliamentary pro~ 
cedure in which there was considerable behavior asking for 
clarification and points of order may explain its lower p 1•0= 
portion of "informational" roles .. 
HYPO'l'HhSIS III: A group is mor0 matur e the greater the 
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distribution or each member ' s role behavior over all role 
cr~tegories ( i o eo the less the role behavior of each member 
is concentrated in on0 or a few categories J ~ 
The mean number of role categories in whi ch no role 
behaviors occurred was calculated ror all the individuals in 
the group o Most of these measures fell between 4 o6 and 5 o9 
which means that on the average , members played at least 3 ol 
of the possible 9 role categori es o These measur~s raneed 
from 2 ol in Group III to 5 o9 in Group IVo On the average, 
the members in Group III played 6 o9 of the possible 9 role 
eategories o It shculd be noted that Group III had the h i gh-
est figures for total items of role behavior (551 and 465) 
which was felt to reflect many brief, spontaneous i nter-
actions by members o On the other hand in Group IV the ~em­
bers , on the average, played only 3 Gl roles out of the possible 
nine role categories o In thls group the workerpresided at 
bo!h meetings and assumed many of the maintenance roles , "Ihich 
may have made it less necessary for the members to act in 
these roles o 
While we feel that this m'!!'asure may have considerable 
significance in showin~ whether or not most individuals are 
able to participate in many different kinds of roles, again 
additional and more complicated measures may be needed for 
this aspect of role distribution . 
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HYPOIJ.'H.tSIS IV: A gr oup is more mature the larger the ra t1o 
of member ena cted roles to worker enacted roles 
The figures in the table related to this hypothes is 
show a variation between groups in the proportion of member 
enacted rol es of 56 to 90 per cento Here the scatter is 
greater than i n the other measures o To explain this we 
suggest that each group has its own s tyle of worker parti-
cipa tion which is reflected ln this measureo However the 
particular st~le of wor ker participation ~ay or ma y not be 
directly related to the group ' s level of "maturityo" 
For example , in Group IV there was the greatest per 
cent of worker participation. 36 and 44 per cento This may 
be due to the fact that the worker presided at meetingso 
In Group III with the next highest per cent of work= 
er enacted roles , 32 and 29 per cent , the group seemed to 
ac cept considerable dependencv upon the worker o 
Group I had a rela ti Vi_•ly high proportion of worker 
enac ted roles, 21 and 19 per cent o The worker was activ~but 
did not dominate the group, and her contributions were es~ 
pecially in enabl ing and clarifying rather than in "informa~ 
tional" roles o Both the obs erver and the worker felt that 
the group was at a stage where this function of the work er was 
needed o 
In Group II the proportion of worker partici pation was 
13? 
fairly low 11 12 per cent in both meetings o '!'he worker was 
aware of the members' resistance to having an adult advisor 
move into their circle and therefore had consciously limited 
his participationo 
In Group V the proportion of worker participation 
was again fairly low, 14 and 10 per canto The worker felt 
that this group of adolescents ~ould operate in<?.. ~'pendently 
and didn't need more worker participation; however, the ob-
server felt that in this group 's early stage of development 
more worker participation would have been usefulo 
Ranki ng or Groups 
In ranking the groups we are not attempting to make 
judgm•a,nts about the "social matUrity" of the groups observed., 
The ranking reflects the level of role performance as measured 
by our instrument, and the problems in relating this to 
"social maturity" have been discussed aboveo 
\ ... 
. . 
F'igure 6 shows the ranking of the groups according to 
selected observation measureso The observation measures used 
for the ranking were chosen ~omewhat arbitrarily .. They are 
those percentage measures in which we felt most confidenee o 
It is interesting to note that for some group sessions 
there is a consist0ncy in the ranking according to each measure 
(e . g., session ria r anks sec ond or third in each measure )c 
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wher~as for other sessions there seems to be no consistency 
(~ogo, session Vb varies fro~ first to ninth place) o We 
are not sure what this means ., 
Although we are aware of the difficulties of relat= 
ing the level of role performance to "social maturity9 " we 
were interested to se~ what t he rcllationships would be be~ 
tw .... en th~ mean rankinr;s and our own P:t'Ofessional impressions 
of the maturity of groups o 
According to this way of ranking, Group II stands 
first . In the observer ' s opinion the group members' attempts 
to emulate the adult world seemsd to be a kind of pseudo-
maturityo The obsGrvers for Groups I and III felt that the 
role behavior observed was fairly mature for the age and types 
of gror.ips o It may be significant that these gro ~1.ps fall 
second and third in the mean rank1ngo Group V had been mee t -
ing together only a relatively short time when the observa-
tions were made., The observer felt that its lower ranking 
may be partially due to the stage of development of the group's 
life ., Group IV rank~ the li?•west in this attempt at comparing 
the groupso The observer's opinion was that the group was in= 
f'luenced by the style of participation of the worker, who 
presided at meetings , and that the group ' s potential was 
. probably considerably higher o 
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FIGURE 6 
RANKING OF GROUPS ACCORDING TO SELECTED OBSERVATION MEASURES 
-·------------------------M.--------------------------------.e.---------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Aa~-
Group Session 
I a 
Ib 
II a 
lib 
III a 
IIIb 
IVa 
IVb 
Va 
Vb 
Ranking by pe~ cent 
ot total behavior 
which was role 
behavior 
2nd 
lst 
.3rd 
8th 
4o5 
7th 
4oS 
6th ' 
lOth 
9th 
-· 
Ranking by per c0nt 
ot role behavior 
which tm.s maintooance 
4o5 
7oS 
.3rd 
1st 
2nd 
6th -·- --. 
.. 
?b; 
loth 
9th 
4oS 
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ot role behavior 
performed by 
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6th 
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2o5 
2o5 
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4th 
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- -..... 
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4;? 
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2o8 
3o8 
4.;8 
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7o0 
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·-.. 7<>7 
· 4o8 
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Add ~ tional Observation Measure : PercentaBe of Participation 
l2J; Individuals 
It was only after our observation measures bearin~ on the 
hypothesas had been calculated that we realized that we had 
no lDl.easures of the volume and proportion of participation 
of each individualo We w~re interested in whether a few in-
dividuals and the worker were very active with other members 
r~maining inactive or wh~ther participation was more evenly 
distributed among all individualso Accordingly the percentage 
of role behaviors for each individual were calculated for 
all observation sessions (see graphs in Appendix F)o The re-
sults are presented in the composite graph in Figure 7 g which 
shows the percentage of role behaviors for each indl~·idual in 
1 
the first observation session of all five p,roupso 
Three to four individuals , usually including the work-
er, were responsible for a l~rge proportion of the role be-
havior o The remaining seven or eight individuals cont r ibuted 
a smPll proportiong less than 10 per cent for each individualo 
Three patterns of participation seemed to occur: 
a) Three or four individuals including the worker par-
ticipated actively {Groups III and IV )o 
b) Three or four individuals excluding the worker par ... 
ticipated actively {Groups II and V)o 
c) Participation was more evenly distributed among all 
individuals (Group I) o 
1 The cumposite graph f or the second observation showed 
essentially the same pattern as t hat for the .first sessionso 
14:i. 
I n both patterns a) and b) a single individual con-
tributed between 30 and 40 per cent of the total role be~ 
viors . However , these two patterns show an interesting r e-
verrJal of the proportion of partici pation b~· the wor kero 
J~ ~attern a) the high contributor was the worker (Groups 
III and IV) ; in pattern b) this wa s a group member (Groups 
II and V) , and in both of thes e latter groups the worker 
contributed a su9stantially lesser proportion of the role 
behaviors , only between 10 and 20 per cent o Tbus , in thes e 
four groups we seem to have a single individual , either the 
worker or a ~mber who may be t he indigenous leader , parti-
cipating most a ctivelyo We mi ght raise the question whether 
the worker gauges the amount of his activity by the activity 
of an indigenous leader, or vice ve r sa o 
The third patter n of participation, represented by 
Group l p contrasts with the foregoing patterns o Here both 
the worker and one group member· show the same proportion of 
activity, just over 20 per cent , and the participation or 
the other eight members does not drop orr quite so sharply as 
in the other groups . 
Discussion 
As a result of our field appl i cation of the observa-
tion instrument , we find that our general conclusions fall 
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PERCEHrAGE OF ROLE m:RAVICii ITEMS FCR EACH DIDIVIDUAL 
FIRSr OBSmVATIOH SESSIOB, GROUPS I ""' V DiCLUSJ.VE 
PER CEHr 
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into three areas o 
The rirst area concerns the workability of the ob-
servation 1nstrument o We feel that the instrument is simple 
and easy to use, contingent upon the observer ' s familiarity 
with the group members. his physical position durin~ t~e ob-
serving, and his familiarity with the instrument o The time . 
span over which observations could be made without undue 
ratigue turned out to be longer than we had anticipatedo 
We also feel that the role categories are well defined and 
are applicable to the kind of behavior that occurs in plan-
ning and decision making situationso We see as the next 
step in the development of the instrument the t es ting of its 
reliabilityo 
The second area involves what the results obtained 
from the instrument do and do not ~11 us about group behav~ 
ioro The observation measures used gave us some picture of 
the pattern of role distributionD but we are not sure whether 
the particular measures we chose are the most adequate ones 
for a comprehensive picture of role behavior o There is need 
for further experimentation with and development of methods 
of analyzing the raw data yielded by the instru~ento With 
regard to our hypotheses relating various maasures of role 
behavior to "social maturity, " we are more than ev~r impressed 
with the difficulties in th~ use of such a complex and 
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compreh~nsive conc ept o We do , however , feel that the meas-
ures i;.s ed were related to some important aspects of "social 
maturity, " such as the ratio of r.roup-oriented to self-
o:•ient~d behavior, t he amounts of participation by members 
and by the worker o It was felt that the measure us ed in 
connection with Hypothesis III may be the single most mean-
ingful one in rulation to maturity , i ee . , the mean number 
of role categories performed by group members o Althouph the 
instrument do~s give us data on the patterns and quantity of 
role behaviors, we feel that certain important aspects of 
"social maturity" are missing, such as emotional tone (e og., 
hostility), content of discussions (e.g., whether or not the 
decisions are realistic for the ITroup), and intra-group re-
lationships (eogo, sub- group pressures, member and/or memb-
ber-worker relationships} . We feel that the instrument as it 
now stands should not be used to rank or show comparisons be 
tween groups, but that it could be used to show change in a 
given group over a protracted period of time . 
The third area concerns possible training functions 
of the instrument o We were impressed with the extc~nt ·~o 
which the instrument sensitized us to a variety of roles in-
cluded in and roquired by gro~p functionin~, and with the 
way it helped us dev~lop skill and insight in diagnosing role 
requirements . We feel that this way of lo ~··kine.: at groups can 
! ·, ~! ... 
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beneficially be used in the training and supervision of 
group workers, particularly in regard to dev~loplng aware~ 
ness on the part of the worker of patterns of role behavior o 
I 
F'or future exploration with the instrument we also 
recommend that groups from a wider variety of types of agencies 
be used and that it be tried out on activity groups as well 
as discussion groups o We are especially aware of the need foT' 
further exploration of methods of validating the instrumento 
We were able only to suggost procedures for testing its valid-
ity, as in th~ use of the post-meeting assessment ques t ionnair e 
and process records of the sessions. F'or the further develop-
ment of validation procedures , the active participation of 
practitioners in the field will be needed in working out cri= 
teria for levels of role perfomance and/or "social maturity" 
based on such indepond~nt sources of data . 
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APPENDIX A 
BACKGROUND DATA ON CROUP 
Name or No . of Grp c ___ 
Leader 
----------------Agency ______________ __ Date __________________ _ 
BACKGROUND DATA ON GROUP 
l o What type of group? 
activ1ty ___ £riendship ___ council ___ coed ___ all boye ___ 
all girls 
. -
2 o Date of original formation of group? __________ Noc of 
members Any 1nt_e_r_ru_p~ti~o-n in the cont inuum? ________________ __ 
Explain 
3 Q Length of your association with the group? __________ __ 
4o Time and £requency of meetings? ______________________ __ 
5 o What is the meeting place ? __________________________ __ 
S o What dues or fees and to whom? 
-------------------------
7o Membership: 
Noo of active members __________ __ 
No • of inac t1 ve members ____ _ 
BQ What is the relation of this group to other groups? 
In agencz 
9o Kinds of a~tivities : 
&o service oriented 
b o recreational 
C o educational 
Outside agencz 
In agenci Outs 1 de ajsency 
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10 (, Are there officers for the group? Have there ever 
been? elected appointed 
I f elected, how often are elections held? ------
Explain any changes ________________________________ __ 
ll o Does this group use parli~~entary procedure? __________ _ 
If so, what type? ____________________________________ __ 
Do the members raise their hande for reco~nition during the discussion period? ___________ -_. __________ _ 
12 o Are there any rivalry or conflict situations in the 
group? ____ ~--~------~--indigenous leader ____ subrroups ____ interethnic ____ 
scapegoating intorgroup other __________ _ 
Explain 
13 . Are . there- -any other things that would be heJ pful to know 
about this group? 
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APPENDIX C 
ROLE CATEGORIES FOR GROUP OBSBRVATION 
. a I.N ITI AT • ..:,; 
f: .· C1 _ \Proposing task a 
' group problem; suggesting a procedure 
or ideas for solving a problem; performing 
tasks for group; prodding group to 
a c tion or decision • 
. ~E.EKING INF'ORMATION• OPINION, ORIEN ~TI N 
~ - \ , Requesting facts; seeking relevant informa-
J ion about a group concern; asking for 
suggestions or ideas; seeking position or 
individuals i group·, requesting goals 
or direction. 
c G G , ~, 
ortering facts; providing relevant informa-
tion about group concern; stating a belief, 
giving susgestions or ideas~ defining 
position of ~roup; relating group goals 
and directiono 
d c ' ' ' SU.t.~MARIZING--Interpreting or reflecting 
ideas and suggestions; clearing up conco 
fusions; indicating alternatives and issues; 
giving examples; pulling together activities 
of memberso 
e . N ~ , , 
Sending up triAl balloons to see if group is 
reaching a conclusion; checking with group 
to see how much agreement has been reached; 
questioning or reflecting on practicality, 
lo ic facts and rocedures . 
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ROIE CATEGORIES FOR GROUP OBSERVATI ON 
(conto ) 
.,.oOURAGING AND E ABL N ei ng f r i en 
ly. unders t anding. warm and r esponsive 
t o others; accepting other s and t heir 
contributions ; gi ving them opportuni ty 
for recognition; attempt i ng· to keep 
communica t i on channels open, facilita t -
in artici a tion of others . 
~g M~DIATI G, COMPROMISI NG , HARM NI I N 
Attempting to r econcile disagreements; 
reducing tens i on through "pouring oil · 
on t r oubled waters" ; qualifying one ' s 
position by yiel ding status or admit-
tin error . 
( h EXPRESSING GROUP FEELINGS--Sensin g feel-
ing. mood . relationships within the 
group ; including joking for tension 
release . 
i D RD IN ressing standards 
j 
for group process; applying standards 
in evaluating group functioning and 
roductiono 
k INDETF.fu'VIINA TE 
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APPENDIX D 
POST-MEETING QUESTIONNAIRE 
Name or Noo of Group ___ Group Worker __________ _ Agency ________________ _ 
Date __________________ __ 
Io Nature and Content of These Decisions 
l o What decisions were new and which decisions were a re-
hashing or continuation of a n earlier discussion? 
2Q Did you feel that these topics were appropria te f or the 
group to be discussing? 
Did you feel that these decisions were mature and real-
istic? 
IIo Evaluation of Role Behavior i n These Decisions 
lo Was the group enthusiastic ____ indifterent ____ resistant __ 
hostile ____ h~Aitant ____ in reaching today ' s decisions? 
2 e Would you say that the majority of the group was 
"involved" in making the decisions? 
Did you feel that many made some contribution to the 
discussion? 
~\o Did you feel that any of the members of t he group were 
"preoccupied with their own needs" - or was t here gen-
erally a "group or we" feel ing? 
4 o Did you feel as many alternatives as possible were ex-
amined? 
Who examined the alternatives (if any)? worker ___ group 
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~embers ___ officers ___ consultant present ____ other ~ explain) 
5o Was there a "taking of sides"? 
If sog how were compromises, mediati i:Q\ns . conciliations 
arrive at? By whom? 
6 o Was everyone who indicated a desire to do so able to 
express themselves or allow to state fully and completely 
their views? 
It not , wh~t prevented them from doing so? 
7v Were any established rules or procedures (agency or group) 
brought to bear in an attempt to influence the decisions 
or its processes? 
Did this expedite discourage block none the 
group in reaching~ decisions~ ---- ----
So Were any new rules or procedures initiated or suggested? 
By whom? worker ___ officers ___ members ___ agency personnel_ 
Did these new rules or procedures expedite ____ discourage_ 
block ___ none ___ the group in reaching its decisions? 
IIIo Comparison of Role Behavior in These 
Decisions with Previous or 
Usual Role Behavior 
lo In the group ' s process of reaching decisions today, did 
you (worker) feel the members found it easier ___ more diffi-
cult ___ average ___ to reach agreement? 
Why? 
2 o Is the group usually enthusiastic indifferent resis-
tant hostile hesitant in makinq decision~ 
._ ----- - ·-· 
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3 o Di d you feel that you had to play a more active ___ avera~e 
___ inact1ve ___ role than usual during this process of 
making the decision? 
4 . Wa3 there more or less willingness to assume responsibili-
t y once decisions were made? 
Wei·e these responsibilities assumed by many or few of the 
men•.bers? 
IV. Subsequent Behavior Relevant to These Decisions 
lo Do you reel that any of these deci sions need further dis-
cusston? (Indicate which) 
By whom? group ___ by worker with group ___ by worker with 
supervisor ___ other ___ 
2 . Will t here be any follow- up of t hose who were assigned 
responsibilities? 
By whom? 
3o Do you or any of the gr01.~p members plan to consult with 
other agency personnel for approval of any of the de-
cisions or portions of the decis ior-a? 
4o Were any satisfactions expresse d about the decisions or 
the D~eeting at any time during or af'ter the mee ting? 'lhat 
is . were there any remarks that they "thought i t was a 
good meeting. good decision. etc o"? 
Were any dissatisfactions expressed? 
Vo Whatwere the worker's goals f or this meeting? 
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APPENDIX E 
MEASURES FOR GROUP OBSERVATIONS 
Numbe~ of items in category k ___ Leave these out of all follow-
ing calculations .. 
HYPOTHESIS I 
lo Total role behaviors: sum of items a-1 
Total all behaviors: sum of items a-j 
.Pe~ cent of all behavioz•s the. t are role 
behaviors : ~ sum a~i~ 100 sum a-j x 
With Without 
Worker .:t!grk r 
2o Is self-oriented behavior (j) concentrated in one or a ~ew 
~embers? Describe . 
HYPO THESIS II 
1 '> Number of role categories (a-1) in which 
no 1 terns occur 
With Without 
Worker Worker 
-
2 .. Total task x•ole behaviors: sum of items a ... e __ _ 
Total all role behaviors: sum items a-1 
Par cent of all rol e behaviors that ara 
task behaviors: (sum a.- e l, 
( sum a-1 ) ~ 100 
3" Total "informational" role behaviors: 
sum b-e 
Total task role behaviors: sum a-e 
Per cent of task role behaviors that 1 ~ 
"ini'orme.tional": sum. b-e) 
sum a- e x 100 
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HY:-'O'lHESIS III 
lo Number of role categories (a-i) in which no behavior items 
occurred o Give separately for each member and for worker o 
2 o Average number of role categories in which no behavior 
items occurred 
a o Without worker : SQ~ of figures for each member total nQ~ber of members -
b o With worker: sum of figures for each member Elua worker 
total nQmbe r members plus worker 
HYPOTHI!SlS IV 
Total role behaviors of all members in all categories: 
sum of items a-i 
Total role behaviors of worker in al l categories: 
sum of items a- i 
Per cent of all role behaviors perfo~ed by members: 
SQ~ of members a-i 1 
sum of all a-i. members and worker x - 00 
-
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APPENDIX F 
GRAPHS SHOWING ffiRCENTAGE OF ROIE BEHAVIORS 
FOR EACF. INDI VIDUAL 
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